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MATTHEW JUKES’ 
100 BEST AUSTRALIAN WINES 2018/19 
The Fifteenth Edition 

This year sees the launch of my fifteenth 100 Best Australian Wines Report and, as 
always, it is exhaustively researched. I have put as much information into this 100 Best 
Report as possible, pointing out any additional wines of merit from the exceptional 
wineries whose wines have made the grade. This Report is available to purchase as 
a digital download from www.matthewjukes.com and this edition has click-throughs to 
all UK retail stockists for every wine. This upgrade in communication was launched 
in 2016 and the response from the public has been completely overwhelming. I am 
delighted that 100 Best has reached the fifteen-year milestone and if the public’s 
reaction to the 100 Best Roadshow and its wines is anything to go by I hope to 
complete at least fifteen more years supporting the great winemakers of Australia. 

The wines mentioned in this Report are Australia’s magnificent vinous vanguard 
and it is my great pleasure and indeed honour to showcase them nationally and 
internationally in a continued effort to alert the wine loving public to the great wines 
made in this wonderful country.

100 BEST REPORT

The 100 Best Australian Wines Report is available for sale on my website in 
‘digital’ pdf form. It is designed to support mobile devices with links to retailer 
websites and there are also spaces for you to take notes on your phone or tablet. To 
make the most of these features you need to open it using Adobe’s excellent Acrobat 
Reader mobile app which is available free for all major platforms. If you come along 
to any of my 100 Best Roadshow events, anywhere in the world, you will be able 
to download the 100 Best Report in pdf form prior to the tasting and you will also 
be given a ‘physical’ paper booklet on the day, as well, as part of your tasting expe-
rience. My events in China will all include translated copy for all wines showcased.
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WORTHY OF NOTE

Continued excellence - There only 4 wineries which have appeared in every 
single 100 Best List since its inception and they are - Penfolds, The Lane Vine-
yard, Tyrrell’s & Yalumba. 

The top ten wineries in numbers of wines featured over the last 15 years are - 

1. Yalumba
2. Penfolds
3. McWilliam’s / Mount Pleasant 
4. Jim Barry 
5. De Bortoli
6. Peter Lehmann
7. The Lane Vineyard
8. Wirra Wirra 
9. St Hallett 
10. Cullen

242 different wineries have appeared in the 100 Best in the last 15 years and there 
are 6 debut wineries appearing in this year’s list including – A .T. Richardson, By 
Farr, Harewood Estate, Kaesler, St. John’s Road and Wickhams Road. 

Here is a list of the top 40 wineries in 100 Best, in numbers of wines featured over 
the last 15 years, in alphabetical order - Brown Brothers, Chapel Hill, Charles 
Melton, Cherubino, Cullen, d’Arenberg, De Bortoli, First Drop, Fox Gordon, 
Glaetzer, Grosset, Hardys, Jacob’s Creek, Jansz, Jim Barry, Leeuwin 
Estate, McWilliam’s/Mount Pleasant, Mitolo, Moss Wood, Mount Horrocks, 
Paringa Estate, Penfolds, Petaluma, Peter Lehmann, Pewsey Vale, Shaw 
& Smith, Skillogalee, St Hallett, Stonier, Tamar Ridge, The Lane Vineyard, 
Tim Adams, Torbreck, Tyrrell’s, Vasse Felix, Wakefield/Taylors, Wirra Wirra, 
Wolf Blass, Yalumba and Yering Station.

These wineries have been the most reliable in our market for well over a decade and 
a half and they are all to be applauded.

WINERY OF THE YEAR 2018/19

My Winery of the Year is Grosset, Clare Valley, South Australia. Jeffrey 
Grosset excels at a challenging range of vinous disciplines. He is also one of the 
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most inspirational men I have ever met. He is the first person in the wine world 
that I wrote the word ‘genius’ about, too. He has inspired legions of young Aussie 
winemakers to strive for perfection and his pioneering stance on screwcaps is 
legendary. His passion and scientific understanding in trusting his wines to this 
closure has led virtually every other serious winery in the world to trialling and, in 
many cases, using screwcaps. Jeff’s wines are utterly sublime and the two famous 
Rieslings in his portfolio are Springvale Watervale and Polish Hill. Springvale 
parades balletic, lip-smacking fruit and it ages with grace and persistence. Polish 
Hill is firm, savoury, mineral-soaked, often closed in its youth and more intense than 
its stablemate. They are both blue chip, flagship Australian Rieslings. Jeff also makes 
an exceptional Clare Valley red called Gaia. A mesmerising and elemental blend of 
Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc, it comes from a magical single vineyard in 
the middle of corn fields high above the Valley floor and it is as raw and unspoilt as 
its wild surrounds. He also makes a thrilling Semillon / Sauvignon Blanc that segues 
between two wine regions, Clare and Adelaide Hills. This wine demonstrates the art 
of blending and layering flavour which many attempt but few conquer. His Piccadilly 
Valley Chardonnay comes from the beautiful Adelaide Hills and it is a profound and 
perfectly balanced joy. He makes a number of other delights, too, which baffle the 
senses and show that he never stops challenging himself. No less than four of his 
wines appear in this very Report. Jeff’s humility and work ethic are second to none 
and this is what makes him and his wines so endearing. Grosset is an iconic estate 
which demonstrates one man’s genius crystal-clearly in every glass and it is a very 
worthy winner of the title of Winery of the Year 2018/19.

ROADSHOW

Over the last twelve months the 100 Best Australian Wines Roadshow has 
travelled to all corners of the UK on a series of sell-out dates. The response from the 
ever-increasing band of independent merchants who host these events is amazing. 
Attendance numbers broke all records with nearly 2500 wine lovers tasting every 
single Roadshow wine. This year, I will be hosting even more 100 Best Roadshow 
events with a handful of debut UK retailers joining the throng. I will also be conducting 
tastings in Australia and in Beijing and Guangzhou in China.

THE 100 BEST CRITERIA

It goes without saying that every wine listed here has won its place by gaining 
immense scores in my notes and it has been confirmed by the UK agents that they 
all have sufficient stock to warrant a listing in this Report. My advice is to act swiftly 
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if you would like to buy any of these wines because some of them are made in tiny 
quantities. As always, these are the only criteria for inclusion.

The retail prices and also the retailers listed are accurate at the time of going to print 
and they have all been confirmed, and double-checked, both by myself and by the 
agents. Prices may vary over the course of the year so please be understanding of 
different retailers’ margin requirements. I have left a space for you to make notes 
after each wine in this Report/pdf in the hope that you will record your thoughts 
on these wines and keep this document as your essential Australian wine guide for 
the coming year. I have also listed the wines in tasting order, not price order, 
grouping similar regions together within the larger varietal categories.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

As I reach 100 Best’s fifteen-year landmark it is even more important than ever to 
thank all of the Australian wineries and their UK representatives who have sent 
me thousands of samples to taste for this initiative over the years. I would also 
like to thank Andy Mead for his design skills in making this Report look so smart. 
Finally, I would like to thank my wife, Amelia, for her incredible encouragement in 
keeping this time and money-devouring initiative going. I couldn’t commit myself to 
this Report without her unstinting support.

Author’s Note- any errors, typos or slip-ups are all mine. As a one-man band it is 
inevitable that a few have crept through but I hope to spot them all and I update 
this Report several times both in print and online during the course of the year so 

hopefully you will not find too many!

Copyright © Matthew Jukes – Nothing in this Report can be reproduced 
without my written permission. A ‘Professional Report’, with explanation 
about what this entitles the user, can be purchased on my website. If you 

would like to contact me, please use the form on the About Me page of www.
matthewjukes.com.
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SPARKLING WHITE & ROSÉ 

2013 Jansz, Premium Vintage Cuvée, Tas | 12.5% | £25
www.waitrose.com

Vintage Jansz used to offer so much flavour and impact it was amazing. Now it 
offers less. This is great news, because while many applaud the weight and power 
in the engine room of a vintage sparkler I cheerlead length, persistence, complexity 
and depth of fruit. This is a less autolytic (yeasty) wine than I have ever seen from 
this noble estate and it is easily the best release to date. While I bang the drum for 
English sparkling wine loud, citing that £25 Champagne is often outclassed by a 
good number of GB’s glittering fizzies, 2013 Jansz obliterates the world competition 
at this mark showing that at this price point it is King. Not content with owning 
the £25 mark, the sub-twenty-pound zone is marauded by both the NV Premium 
Cuvée Rosé (£18, 12%, www.ocado.com) and its NV Premium Cuvée (£18, 12%, 
www.oddbins.com) sibling. Class personified with delicacy and intent in spades, this 
pair takes on all-comers, from any corner of the globe and triumphs.

Notes

2013 Taltarni, Brut Taché | 12.5% | £19
www.tauruswines.co.uk, www.dunells.com, www.eynshamcellars.com, www.
definefoodandwine.com, prohibitionwines.com, salut.co.uk 

While I would love to pelt you with flying corks from marvellously expensive bottles I 
simply refuse to play that game this year. Here is another sub-twenty-pound sparkler 
which underlines just how engaging, beautiful, delicately balanced and downright 
delicious well-chosen Australian sparkling wine can be. A long term (over three 
decades) fan of Brut Taché, this wine has never let me down. The colour is blush-
ingly alluring and the fruit notes are perfectly poised. A rosé must always smell 
rosé – my only rule. This one has a thrilling perfume and the palate is sublime and 
ethereal, too. Taché means ‘stained’ in French and this wine certainly has a pale 
pink, grape red grape skin hue. It must be said that, once again, the French word 
sounds so much prettier than the translation! 

Notes

http://matthewjukes.com
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NV Croser, Rosé, Chardonnay / Pinot Noir, Adelaide Hills, SA | 13% | £19
www.cellarone.co.uk

You have to hand it to Petaluma, Croser’s makers, for fashioning a pristine pair of 
budget sparklers which look, smell and taste like prestige releases. This sleight 
of hand points to years of experience, high grade fruit sourcing and an unrivalled 
passion for drinking great booze. These attributes are what Petaluma excels in and 
the moment this rosé hits your palate you will know that you are in good hands. 
While some in the UK will be familiar with the perennial favourite, NV Croser, Char-
donnay / Pinot Noir (£17, 13%, www.hailshamcellars.com, www.cheerswinemerchants.
co.uk, noblegrape.co.uk, www.cellarone.co.uk), this wine merely supports the showy 
rosé faithfully in this Report, making it the first year in fifteen that there are more 
headline mentions for rosé fizz than white. Perhaps this is fashion, perhaps it is 
because they offer such good food and wine-matching opportunities or perhaps it 
is simply a fluke. Either way, fill your glasses.

Notes

SEMILLON & SAUVIGNON BLANC 

2017 Keith Tulloch, Semillon, Hunter Valley, NSW | 11% | £16
www.hoults.com, www.wineunlimited.co.uk

Keith’s wines are rather hidden in the UK, but his portfolio is sensational and in 
Australia many of his releases sell out before they even get a chance to be unpacked 
from their cartons and placed on wine shop shelves. A purist, an obsessive and a 
man living his life under a constant mantra of attention to detail, Keith’s wines seem 
like they are assembled one grape at a time, and every single grape gleams with 
energy and joy. His estate Semillon, made from 50-year-old vines, is a bargain, it is 
brighter and more vibrant than many Txakolis and it is more refreshing than a pint of 
ice cold spring water. There are none of the hay-like notes found in chunkier Semil-
lons here. This is a wine with therapy in every sip, because it soothes the mind, cools 
the engine and allows for a moment of much-needed reflection on just how lucky 
you are to have this wine in your glass. While Tulloch is a master with the Semillon 
variety, he also performs a special kind of magic with Chardonnay and while I tasted 
this wine way back in June, therefore missing last year’s 100 Best, I was delighted to 
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hear that Keith wasn’t planning on shipping it to the UK before May 2018 – perfect. 
So, 2015 Field of Mars Chardonnay Block 6 (£25, 13%, www.hoults.com, www.
nywines.co.uk, dbyrne-finewines.co.uk) welcome to this year’s Report and you really 
ought to be lounging in the Chardonnay section, such is your class, but I will make 
sure that everyone finds you here. This is a brilliant wine with thrilling acidity which 
activates the taste buds along the same lines as a Hunter Semillon. The pH is a mere 
3.1 – which will show you that the grip and nerve on the finish of this wine is nothing 
short of white-knuckle! Only 130 dozen is made of each of Keith’s Block wines so 
be sure to put your hand up quickly. Considering the price, this is a staggeringly 
beautiful wine with knockout value. In my notes I wrote a 19! 

Notes

2013 Tyrrell’s, Vat 1 Semillon, Hunter Valley, NSW | 11.5% | £37
www.robertsandspeight.co.uk, www.justincases.co.uk, www.hailshamcellars.com, www.
lokiwine.co.uk, www.tauruswines.co.uk, www.fortnumandmason.com 

In 2013, Vat 1 has an extra degree to otherworldly resonance which presumably 
started in the vineyard and will continue on inside you for eternity, once you have 
devoured the bottle. There is fruit in this wine which comes from vines first planted 
in 1923, so it is not surprising that this wine knows more about the world than you 
do. There is more depth and a touch more structure than in past vintages and this 
gives it a masterful air. With no oak and minimal lees contact, this is one of the 
purest and most intense white wines in the world. At five years old, it is just starting 
out on what will inevitably be a magnificent life. 

Notes

2011 Mount Pleasant, Lovedale Semillon, Hunter Valley, NSW | 10% | £40
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, hedonism.co.uk

Lovedale is all about control and delivery of exquisite flavour. The late Maurice 
O’Shea planted the Lovedale vineyard in 1946, and this legend of the Australian wine 
scene must have felt the energy in its soils and be proudly looking down on it every 
year as it yields yet more epic quality Semillon. With tremendous balance, this is an 
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unhurried wine, confident in its flavours and generous in its flavour language. I have 
poured this wine for thousands of people over the years and every single person 
falls silent when they taste it, knowing that they are in the presence of something 
truly mystical and reverential. Drinking perfectly now, the smooth lemon verbena 
notes are cut with delicate white flower tones and the finish is neither urgent not too 
hard. This is a glorious Lovedale.

Notes

2017 Grosset, Clare Valley Semillon / Adelaide Hills Sauvignon Blanc, 
SA | 12.5% | £25
www.libertywines.co.uk 

I have wasted no time in getting into the meat of my Winery of the Year’s wines 
in this Report. Here you are privy to no less than three truly epic creations. My 
featured wine is the stellar SSB, which is in uncharted territory in 2017 because this 
is a slimmed down version on the usual model with keen lines and smart, grassy 
notes. The Semillon seems more straightjacketed than in previous vintages and, in 
an apparent reversal of responsibilities, the Sauvignon Blanc fills in all of the gaps 
turning this wine into an icy javelin of citrus flavour. Only 500 cases were made in 
2017 and so this awesome wine will be in very short supply. Given its price I cannot 
recommend it enough, particularly as so many wines using this recipe in other parts 
of the world fail to gain one iota of balance and yet this wine has not a molecule 
out of place. 2017 Polish Hill Riesling, Clare Valley (£34, 12.7%, thegoodwineshop.
co.uk, noblegreenwines.co.uk) is on awe-inspiring form in 2017. In this superb vintage, 
you might imagine that Polish Hill would be awkward, closed and firm, but in fact it 
is slender and rather pretty with super-clean fruit and a crunchy, lifted, rather happy 
finish. Of course, this is a bone dry wine, but it has no severity or rawness. Instead 
there is joy and drama and I like this balance enormously. Apparently, Jeff has 
bottled some magnums – double-joy! 2015 Gaia, Clare Valley (£55, 13.5%, www.
libertywines.co.uk) is one of my favourite wines in the world. In 2015 it has reached for 
the skies, as it so often does. With a near-perfect score in my notes, this Cabernet 
Sauvignon / Cabernet Franc blend is sensationally perfumed with taut, dusty fruit, 
grainy tannins and a cosmic finish. Finely made, with Lafite-like intellect and similar 
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reticence to perform in its DNA, this vintage should be left alone for a few years and 
then, if you are lucky enough to have secured some of the 6000 bottles made you 
will be rewarded for your self-control and exquisite taste.

Notes

2017 Cherubino, Sauvignon Blanc, Pemberton, WA | 13% | £30
greatwinesdirect.co.uk, www.strictlywine.co.uk

This is the joint-highest scoring Sauvignon Blanc (or SSB/SBS) in my notes this year 
alongside 2017 Haut-Brion Blanc and 2017 La Mission Haut-Brion Blanc. It draws its 
fruit from the Ridge Block in the Channybearup Vineyard and with a cooler summer 
and a much longer hang time than normal, it seems that the vines have given their 
all to these impeccable grapes. Larry Cherubino does not push this wine at all in 
his winery, preferring to step way back in terms of his oak regime to a brief 4 month 
French kiss. This restraint has allowed the fruit to sing. It underpins the devastating 
citrus fruit with blanched almond tones and this provides the fruit with a wonderful 
platform on which to parade its natural talents. Add to this the texture of the wine, 
which is unlike any other Sauvignon Blanc I have ever tasted, and you have a very 
dramatic wine indeed. 2017 Laissez Faire, Porongurup Riesling (£21, 12%, www.
strictlywine.co.uk, wine-man.com, www.ivveritas.com) is another tremendous white from 
Larry’s natural, or post natural as he prefers to call it, label Laissez Faire. Rather than 
slavishly following a prescribed mantra, Larry draws upon what he interprets as 
his vines’ own wishes and this means a thoroughly hands off approach. The result 
is a chalky, sour-lemon-drop-style wine with a raspy palate and mouth-watering 
traction on the finish. It is awesome fun and particularly toothsome with high end 
Japanese cuisine.

Notes
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RIESLING 

2017 Howard Park, Mount Barker Riesling, Great Southern, WA | 12% | 
£16
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.exelwines.co.uk, www.winedirect.co.uk

It might seem a little odd leading with a Riesling given that this terrific winery makes 
ridiculously good Chardonnay and Cabernet but I will come to those wines after 
this limelight hogging, or should that be lime juice hugging, wine. There is some-
thing insanely attractive about cool climate Australian Riesling particularly when 
the wines have a pithy, talcy character. It makes them stunningly refreshing and 
incredibly serious at the same time. No stranger to 100 Best, HP Riesling is a very 
reliable wine and in cooler vintages like 2017 it possesses an extra dimension of 
tight, bright acidity which lengthens the palate and sharpens the whole experience. 
While I don’t doubt that this wine will age well, mellowing on cue, I think that it will 
perform at the peak of its powers before any softening of the sour lemon notes takes 
place, so crack on now and revel in the crackling electricity that this shocking wine 
brings to party. 2016 Miamup Chardonnay, Margaret River (£16, 13%, www.great-
westernwine.co.uk, greatwinesdirect.co.uk) is a wine that I wanted to squeeze into 100 
Best last year, but it has only just made it to our shores, so the timing is sublime. The 
extra year has also softened this wine beautifully and the mildly tropical notes seem 
more generous and layered. There are a good number of teen-priced Chardonnays 
which kick Burgundy where it hurts and this is a St-Aubin-shaped one for those 
of you who know the terrain! 2016 Marchand & Burch Porongurup & Mount 
Barker Chardonnay (£33, 13%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, greatwinesdirect.co.uk) 
actually uses a Canadian/Burgundian wine wizard called Pascal Marchand in 
cahoots with Howard Park owner Jeff Burch and they have worked a bit of wonder 
with this wine. With mind-bending complexity of fruit and a very long finish, this is 
my favourite of their collaborations to date and it cuts a unique silhouette with its 
carefully assembled fruit. 2015 Miamup Cabernet Sauvignon, Margaret River, 
(£16, 14.5%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk, www.qwines.
co.uk, www.exelwines.co.uk) is fast-becoming a must-have wine for everyday drinking 
Cabernet fans. The exuberance / control ratio is spot on here because while the 
fruit is ripe and juicy, it doesn’t tip over into sweetness or heat and this makes it 
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a genuinely refreshing and crisp wine. There are so few clarets that possess this 
bounce of cassis on the palate and it always goes down a storm when I pour it for 
Roadshow fans.

Notes

2017 Harewood Estate, Denmark Riesling, Great Southern, WA | 12% | 
£22
www.nywines.co.uk

A debut wine for Harewood and it is the first time in 100 Best when I have listed a 
Riesling which seems to possess genuine off-dry characteristics that work every 
bit as well as they do in the great estates in Germany. Australian sunshine cannot 
fail to ripen Riesling grapes and that is why 99.9% of the wines taste bone dry. 
This insanely attractive wine balances lush, silky sweetness with scream-inducing 
acidity and it is this tightrope walk on the palate that makes my heart race. I imagine 
that the tech sheet for this wine would reveal that there is little residual sugar in this 
wine’s core, but it is the illusion of cool juiciness coupled with its gossamer texture, 
which flirts so outrageously with one’s senses, which triggers my sweet tooth so 
delightfully. This is a stunning wine which you have to taste to believe. Nothing I can 
write here will prepare you for the wondrous flavour and magical finish.

Notes

2017 Pewsey Vale, Riesling, Eden Valley, SA | 12.5% | £16
www.oddbins.com

2017 is a stunning vintage in the Eden Valley and all of the Rieslings seem to have 
an extra dimension of vivacity and aromatic purity which elevates them to a different 
plane. This is an insanely fresh, clean and bright wine with lovely, chalky, expressive 
fruit. Pewsey Vale is usually a kindly, gentle wine with a quiet demeanour, but this 
is explosive on the nose with a juicy mid-palate and a terrific finish. There is more 
mid-palate complexity than I have seen before which certainly equates to a little 
more winemaking going on behind the scenes added to the lovely fruit picked in 
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this vintage. I tasted a brand new wine at the Yalumba winery in Angaston last 
October. 2017 1961 Block Riesling (£25, 12.5%, TBC) is a small bottling and it is a 
brilliant introduction to the range. Complex, floral, bready and with none of the lime 
juice one usually associates with this brand, it is a fascinating fellow and while it will 
appeal to nerds and geeks more than gluggers, it is sure to provoke both incredu-
lous head-scratching and also polite purring. There is something strangely holistic 
about this Riesling and I am sure it will be discussed at length by Pewsey acolytes.

Notes

2017 Dandelion Vineyards, Enchanted Garden of the Eden Valley  
Riesling, SA | 11% | £13
www.libertywines.co.uk

Continuing the ‘17 Eden Riesling theme, here is another talcy, raspy, sour wine with 
a glorious, pink grapefruit tang from the moment it hits your taste buds. It has no 
right to be this good at only thirteen quid! This is terrific winemaking, first class fruit, 
fair pricing, lovely packaging all lined up and ready to go. Wines like this don’t come 
along very often. Oh, here’s another! 2016 Lioness of McLaren Vale Shiraz (£13, 
14.5%, www.libertywines.co.uk) is the red wine equivalent of the enchanting Riesling. 
It ticks every box and while prices of McLaren Vale reds seem to be rising at an 
alarming rate this one is eminently affordable, but it has a grand vin sheen to it, too. 
It’s clear that the minds behind these wines are committed drinkers (and if you are 
lucky enough to know Zar and Elena you will know this to be true). This is a serious 
point though, because they make wines that they want to drink themselves and so 
there is no corner-cutting, even at the lower echelons of their portfolio! Plush, ripe 
and dense with serious depth of fruit and a lovely violet perfume, this is a winner. 
At the other end of the scale, 2015 Red Queen of the Eden Valley Shiraz (£47, 
14.5%, www.libertywines.co.uk) is a cracker. This is a very concentrated and powerful 
wine with amazing depth of fruit and grandeur. It needs another five years to soften, 
but Red Queen is regularly hitting the hit notes and I hope that the price continues 
to stay this side of £50 because by comparison to other top end Eden and Barossa 
Valley wines this is starting to look very good value indeed. Legacy of Australia 
PX (£18 half bottle, 19%, www.nywines.co.uk, hedonism.co.uk) gets a run out this year 
because I think it is a bloody good wine and there is no point in trying to track down 
serious Spanish versions which, are sometimes a little too rancio and musty for my 
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taste, while this wine is pristine, with crème caramel and nocciola del Piemonte 
notes slung under a juicy raisin and honeycomb chassis.

Notes

2017 Henschke, Julius Riesling, Eden Valley, SA | 11.5% | £24
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.selfridges.com

Stephen Henschke reports that this is the finest vintage since 2002 and it was a very 
late season which is the reason why this wine has so much class and complexity. 
The nose is stunning and you don’t need to lean in to the glass to be enraptured 
by its perfume. Vividly citrusy with jasmine and linden notes, the palate is thrillingly 
vivacious. Super-long and persistent, this is everything that I love about Eden Valley 
Riesling in one glass. It will be a very long-lived wine as the acidity is incredible but 
it already looks epic. Stephen is justly proud of the Eden Valley proprietary bottle 
design in which this lovely wine resides. He came up with a classic line, about this 
bottle, its design and its production which I would love to share with you – ‘It took a 
while to get all of the camels in the same paddock!’ Genius.

Notes

2017 Wakefield, Riesling, Clare Valley, SA | 12.5% | £13
www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.wineandwhisky.co.uk, www.ozwines.co.uk, www.
saxtyswines.co.uk

The colour of this wine is literally colourless. It is so bright and clean and clear it 
defies belief. This nervy, estate-level wine is Clare’s riposte to Eden Valley’s terrific 
2017s and it shows that this vintage was a winner in Clare, too. Absurdly affordable 
and incredibly exciting on the palate, this makes the curvy, juicy 2016s look like 
fatties, such is the wicked acidity on display here. While the reds suffered in 2017 
from the rain it seems like the Rieslings will be the star performers. Lime juice is the 
driving force here and it is delicately delivered with calm determination. A massive 
surprise in the brilliant Wakefield portfolio is the 2016 Wakefield, Jaraman Char-
donnay, Clare Valley / Adelaide Hills (£18, 14%, www.farehamwinecellar.co.uk, 
www.ozwines.co.uk, www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.winedirect.co.uk). I have 
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never featured a Clare Chardonnay in 100 Best. Winemaker Adam Eggins is such a 
massive Chardonnay fan that I think that he has put as much effort into this wine as 
he does his beloved reds! Using 50% new Louis Latour barriques and blending the 
richer, orange blossom-scented Clare fruit with the more linear, tighter Adelaide Hills 
portion, this is a wine which draws on the best parts of both regions. It is uniquely 
scented and flavoured and this cross border blending technique has made a wine 
with amazing appeal and freshness. Adam says that this is a Clare present wrapped 
in Adelaide Hills wrapping paper, but I think of it as more of a chess board of flavour 
with exact and complementary distribution of each region’s fruit throughout the 
whole experience. The Jaraman label was designed to celebrate the union of two 
regions’ fruit to make a wine where the sum is greater than the parts. This wine is a 
perfect case in point.

Notes

2017 Mount Horrocks, Watervale Riesling, Clare Valley, SA | 12.5% | £22
www.lokiwine.co.uk 

This is my favourite vintage of Stephanie Toole’s dry Riesling in years! The slender, 
rapier sharp fruit is epic with pithy, chalky notes and no overt juiciness whatsoever. 
It is a very grown up and stripped down style and this makes it ravishing. The scent 
is pure and much more intense than the pale colour suggests and I have no doubt 
it will age very gently and for a long time. Another wine in the Mount Horrocks port-
folio which knocked it out of the park is 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon (£29, 13.8%, 
www.libertywines.co.uk). In common with other 2015 Clare Cabernets there is a defi-
nition and coolness to this wine which immediately pricks the senses. The fruit is 
rich but not overly ripe and, coupled with the discreet oak and extremely fine acidity, 
this is a very engaging wine. Super-long and fine with a distinctly Euro-shape to its 
tannins, this is a wine that will amaze Old and New World fans alike with its regal 
tones and controlled character.

Notes
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2017 clos Clare, Watervale Riesling, Clare Valley, SA | 12.5% | £24
wine-man.com, greatwinesdirect.co.uk

‘Off the scale’, were the first few words written in my notes for this wine. The fresh-
ness and attack of fruit is unnerving and it is so much pointier and piercing than the 
languid, lush 2016. With more brio and zip, added to an immensely long finish, this is 
a quintessential Clare Riesling performing at the very top of its game. I have followed 
this estate since the early Nineties and always marvelled at the wine’s minerality 
and poise but the Barry brothers have taken it to a new level of clarity and precision 
and in 2017 the husk, pith and ozone tanginess is heavenly. I had the occasion to 
open this wine alongside some mighty world competition, including wines which 
were twice the price, and it was embarrassing how elite and masterful it looked as 
it towered over the other bottles.

Notes

2017 Pikes, The Merle Riesling, Clare Valley, SA | 12% | £25
www.leaandsandeman.co.uk

The Merle has never made the 100 Best grade until this year. Interestingly, 2017 
Traditionale Riesling (£18, 11.5%, www.leaandsandeman.co.uk) is a wine which 
appears regularly and it would be taking the plaudits this year, again, such is its 
beauty, exquisite citrus tones and stunning, icy freshness. But I am delighted that 
the reserve level, single vineyard Riesling has made the cut and I am certain that 
this is on account of the vintage. In years gone by, The Merle can be a little rich and 
intense for my tastes, but in 2017, the raciness and brittle crunch of lime juice fruit, 
which so many wines possess, is at the heart of this wine, too. It means that The 
Merle has a slightly larger and more imposing frame than Traditionale but it is no 
less dramatic and refreshing. Under the bonnet there is more stuffing and this will 
propel it forwards for a decade, so there is no hurry to devour this wine, but I am 
certain that you will see its immense charms, like I have, from day one.

Notes
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2015 Jim Barry, The Florita Riesling, Clare Valley, SA | 12.4% | £32
www.ocado.com

This is one of two late-released Rieslings in the 100 Best this year but you would 
be hard-pressed to guess that this spectacular release is already three years old 
because its fierce fruit is so clean and bright in the glass. I am a committed, life-long 
fan of The Florita (and clos Clare q.v. – the tiny plot of vines adjoining this legendary 
vineyard). Florita has everything one wants from elite Clare Riesling and an awful 
lot more, too. There is a resonance and tempo about the flavour here which chimes 
perfectly with one’s palate. It’s not just about flavour, but more about mood and the 
unravelling of the ravishing perfume and complex taste triggers. How and when they 
are deployed is entirely dependent on this wine. You cannot agitate them out of the 
glass at will. Florita decided when and how it allows you to experience its kaleido-
scopic charms. There is always a degree of performance involved here, and in 2015 
it is an encounter that you will never forget. I have not only followed Peter Barry’s 
Assyrtiko closely since it was born, but I have stroked the vines, too! The 2017 
Assyrtiko (£21, 12.5%, www.vagabondwines.co.uk) further ramps up the excellence 
and accuracy of this grape and shows that Clare is a perfect location for it to express 
itself at the top of its game. There is delightful grapefruit freshness here which builds 
on the near-exotic notes that this wine flirts at. Always underpinned with tangy 
acidity, the counterpoint between scent, juiciness and raspy acid is utterly compel-
ling. I taste all of the Greek Assyrtikos I can each year hoping to find a higher-scoring 
wine than this one just so I don’t sound like I am off my rocker, but I have failed to 
find a better wine again! Hats off to the Barrys and the inspirational decision to plant 
this fascinating grape in their paddock.

Notes

2012 Peter Lehmann, Masters Wigan Riesling, Eden Valley, SA | 11% | £17
www.nywines.co.uk, www.slurp.co.uk

2012 was an outstanding vintage and Wigan is on awesome form and ready to drink 
at the top of its powers. It is gob-smacking to think that this incredible wine is only 
seventeen pounds, too. The flavour is so complex and so delicious it defies belief. 
The palate remains firm and ultra-lemony, with a taut gridwork of steel supporting 
its fleetingly lush notes. This is a truly great wine and the minerality and compact 
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acidity will keep it going for a very long time. The Lehmann philosophy of maturing 
the wine for five years in their cellars prior to release is so generous and inspired. 
Had I owned this wine from its birth I have no doubt I would have already drunk it 
all, missing out on the finest years of its life. You can drink epic Eden Riesling at five 
years old and in perfect condition for only £17, so what are you waiting for? I also 
love the new label design and I urge you to look closely at the chess piece in this 
artwork.

Notes

AROMATIC 

2017 First Drop, Vivo Arneis, Adelaide Hills, SA | 12% | £15
www.southdownscellars.co.uk

I find myself opening Roero Arneis a lot at masterclasses and dinners. There is 
something about the balance of the discreet, floral, pithy, fruit, seashell minerality 
and tart acidity which makes it so delicious and mouth-watering. Vivo does this job 
brilliantly, too, putting many of its Piemontese cousins to shame, while fulfilling its 
job as a wicked aperitif and then doing the groundwork on the palate in preparation 
for the first few volleys of grub which ought to be looming into view. This  segue 
moment between a chilled white wine banishing the grotty day that has preceded 
it while simultaneously changing ones mood into being excited about incoming 
dinner opportunities is not only a huge responsibility but also a job which Vivo takes 
very seriously indeed. There is a no-brainer period where Vivo doesn’t court atten-
tion followed by an engage the brain moment where it revels in being the star. Timed 
correctly, you should have already placed your order and, if the kitchen is firing on 
all cylinders, Vivo knows that it is about to do its third and favourite responsibility of 
wowing you with its culinary élan. Who’d have thought that this stunningly designed 
bottle possessed so many enviable talents inside (apart from Matt, John and the 
Vivo fanatics, of course)?

Notes
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2017 Innocent Bystander, Pinot Gris, Yarra Valley / King Valley, Vic | 
13.5% | £17
www.nywines.co.uk

IB PG is, once again, my pick of the whites from this unassuming but immensely 
professional label. This is not a frivolous Grigio, but a calm and restrained Gris. In 
this newly released vintage the fruit is sourced both from the Yarra Valley and the 
King Valley and I warrant that the King Valley portion has brought some crispness 
and brightness to the party. With silky-smooth Comice pear and fresh ginger notes 
and a long, juicy finish, this is a very self-assured wine. The combination of whole 
bunch pressed and destemmed fruit brings some grip and tension to the whole and 
with a careful 15% French oak addition and a short three months of lees stirring 
it builds just enough weight on the mid-palate to remind you that this is a classy 
wine designed for top flight food. The top red this year is the 2016 Syrah (£18, 14%, 
www.libertywines.co.uk) which has spicy, active, pepper and iodine notes overlaying 
a squashed blackberry core and this is topped off with deft acidity and little tannin. 
Once again, stems are employed judiciously and this time it is 30% whole bunches 
which add to the perfume, punchiness and brightness on the finish. The oak is kept 
in the background and this allows the precocious fruit to shine. 

Notes

2017 Philip Shaw, The Dreamer Viognier, Orange, NSW | 11.5% | £16
www.rudewines.co.uk, quaffwine.com, www.lantstreetwine.com, www.alexander-wines.
co.uk, www.corksout.com, www.connollyswine.co.uk, www.akeandhumphris.co.uk, www.
excellar.co.uk 

This wine is as far removed from a traditional Viognier as you can imagine. There 
is little or no colour, a tender, demure, apricot blossom, pea shoot and rose water 
nose and a slender, willowy palate. The low alcohol and apparent weightlessness 
of this wine point to its high altitude location and also the gentlest of winemaking 
techniques. I am extremely fussy about the Viognier grape because I can’t stand 
soapy, butch or confected versions of this variety. Sadly 90% of wines made from 
this grape fall into one or more of these categories. The Dreamer is a Viognier to get 
everyone in the world who feels like me back into a confident comfort zone for this 
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polarising grape. It is perfectly named because the flavour is indeed dreamy! I can 
assure you that this wine will not let you down.

Notes

2016 Yalumba, The Virgilius Viognier, Eden Valley, SA | 12.5% | £36
www.harrods.com

Fine, trammelled and much more focussed than previous vintages, this is a thrilling 
creation and behind the incredible nose the palate is extremely grand and detailed. 
Everything is in place and this is yet another game-changing Viognier from this 
pioneering estate. I knew what to expect or rather I shouldn’t pre-judge Virgilius. As 
every year passes this iconic wine ratchets up the drama and firms up its image. 
Why should 2016 be any different? Why indeed, but when I tasted this wine at the 
winery in late 2017 I remember thinking that it was as if ten years of finessing had 
taken place since the last vintage release and this one. The oak, the fruit and the 
finish are all first class and it is hard to know where this wine can go now that 
it has reached its own glass ceiling. There is only one destination, though, and I 
shudder to think what will happen in the future. For those of you who would like 
to test the water before jumping into the Mariana Trench of Viognier delights then 
2017 Eden Valley Viognier (£16, 13.5%, www.waitrose.com) is a high spec but low 
cost first base Viognier which punches so far above its weight that I rate it above 
all but a handful of Northern Rhône white equivalents. With a stunning, peach skin 
nose, glossy mid-palate, spiked with pink grapefruit notes and crisp, edgy finish, this 
youthful wine shows so much experience and accuracy it baffles the palate and it 
will also develop considerably over the next few years blossoming and putting on 
curves in all of the right places as it goes. This EV cuvée used to be a simple delight 
– it is now Virgilius’s understudy.

Notes
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2016 Yangarra, Roux Beauté Roussanne, McLaren Vale, SA | 13.5% | £50
www.lepontdelatour.co.uk

There is no question that this is my favourite top end 100% Roussanne wine in the 
world right now. Made from biodynamically certified fruit, coming from one specific 
one-hectare block, this is a wild yeast fermented wine which only sees the inside 
of 675L ceramic eggs. A heady 50% of the blend was fermented on skins for 137 
days before pressing. The rest had no skin contact but saw the same ceramic egg 
fermentation. The final blend saw a 60% / 40% split of skin contact to no skin contact 
making up the magical formula. This is an insanely indulgent wine with no shame 
whatsoever in its being. It is every inch a diva with an embarrassingly succulent 
stone fruit nose followed by a palate that ought to have its own heart monitor app as 
standard issue. Making Dita Von Teese look positively ecclesiastical, this is a wine 
which I would like to see more often than any medical professional would advise. It 
is sheer and utter heaven and I do not doubt that there is more to come, given that 
it is just starting out on what I expect will be a decade or more of knocking people 
out with its extraordinary charms. Back to reality with the incredible 2016 Old Vine 
Grenache (£32, 14.5%, hedonism.co.uk, www.newstreetwine.com, www.handford.net) a 
wine which is so perfectly assembled it ought to have its place as a headline wine 
and the only reason it doesn’t is because Roux Beauté came along and slapped its 
face so hard it is still smarting. Yangarra’s Grenache is a world class creation and 
in 2016 it has loaded some firm tannin into this wine’s makeup which should warn 
you off drinking it any time soon. While I love the juicy, plum and pipe-smoke wines, 
there is something deliciously masochistic about this firm, muscular vintage. It will 
outlast all that proceed it, but it will also develop more layered perfume and flavour 
as a result of this to its repertoire. Grenache is such an important grape in South 
Australia that I have, this year, given it its own section in this Report. This wine is one 
of many stunning versions and I urge you to track them all down.

Notes
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CHARDONNAY 

2016 Heggies, >500 Chardonnay, Eden Valley, SA | 11% | £15
TBC

Ooh, this is a fabulous little wine with a tidy £14.99 price point and it is destined to 
thrill customers when it finds retail homes in the UK. Due to dock in the summer, 
this is a wine which sources its fruit from above 500m and this means that the 
grapes are slimline, pert and packed with refreshing, tart acidity. Using younger 
vines, all wild-fermented, it is clean, zesty and a there is a touch of creaminess, too, 
but no discernible oak on the palate. Forward and lovely this is a new direction for 
Heggies and I am on board with this Chablis-shaped beauty particularly as the 
famous French region has had its own issues over the last few vintages and this 
wine can come to the rescue. 

Notes

2016 Stonier, Chardonnay, Mornington Peninsula, Vic | 13.5% | £20
www.hailshamcellars.com, www.oxfordwine.co.uk, www.cellarone.co.uk

In a world of hectic, pushy Chardonnays, which manhandle your taste buds 
brusquely and dampen any excitement you may have for a decent glass of wine 
within the first few moments of succour, Stonier Chardonnay is a beacon of balance 
and refreshment. Calm, reasoned and effortless on the nose, with honed, mellifluous 
lines on the palate and a soothing, long, harmonious finish, this wine is sheer heaven 
in a glass. It’s as much about what this wine hasn’t got as what it has. There is no 
peanut-y or saw-dusty oak. There is no trace of overripe marmalade notes in the 
fruit. There are no hot alcohol spots on the finish and there is no raw acid raking 
the palate into submission. This wine is made from gently ripened grapes picked 
from one of the most fascinating and unique maritime climates on the planet and 
carefully bottled by a Zen-wizard called Mike Symons. If you ever meet this chap, 
you will realise that life is far too rushed and that everything looks and tastes better if 
you take your time and do it right. As the old Chinese proverb says, ‘you cannot smell 
the flowers if you are riding a horse’. To bring equilibrium to this entry, you must taste 
Mike’s sensational 2016 Pinot Noir (£20, 13.5%, www.harrods.com, www.hailshamcel-
lars.com, www.oxfordwine.co.uk, www.cellarone.co.uk). Made with the same confidence 
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and skill, this is a beautifully pale-hued wine with a haunting cherry stone nose and 
a succulent, juicy mid-palate. It is the antithesis of the powerful, dark, sweet-fruited 
Pinots from Otago and Sonoma and it brings a sense of well-being and refinement 
to the palate. Both wines are priced perfectly to entice you into drinking them as 
often as you can. This careful winemaking extends into a policy that is full of care 
for its Stonier fans, too.

Notes

2015 Ocean Eight, Verve Chardonnay, Mornington Peninsula, Vic | 12.5% 
| £31
greatwinesdirect.co.uk

Drop everything, except for your glass, and locate this wine as fast as you possibly 
can. Mike Aylward’s 2015 Ocean Eight Chardy is a jaw-dropping supermodel, rising 
from its gilt-edged chaise longue and about to stride down the catwalk with devas-
tating power and all of the swagger in the world. This is such an attractive wine it 
makes a shiver run down my spine. Lean, fit, blessed with a cosmic scent and also 
so long that the flavour never leaves you between sips, this is surely one of the 
greatest wines that Mike has ever made! Employing a small amount of malolactic 
fermentation to further soften the pliable mid-palate, there is a sheen and bounce 
to this wine never seen before and it brings even more magnetic allure to proceed-
ings. The red partner to this celestial being is the sensual, stunningly aromatic 2015 
Pinot Noir (£32, 13.5%, www.strictlywine.co.uk). In 2015, this wine has managed to 
capture the most evocative and aromatic vanguard of fruit and launch it at you with 
such accuracy that it takes your breath away. After the pulse-quickening red fruit 
teaser, the palate builds excitement thanks to its amazingly silky texture. Mouth-fill-
ing but not in any way heavy, this is a very clever wine. The finish brings a latent 
and impressive kick of power and grip which manages to chart the course for the 
rest of the exuberance. These are two great wines which clearly show the talent and 
extraordinary calibre of fruit on display at this amazing winery.

Notes
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2016 Yering Station, Village Chardonnay, Yarra Valley, Vic | 13% | £18
finewineservices.co.uk, www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk, www.thedrinkshop.com, 
haywines.co.uk

Something remarkable is happening at Yering Station – a return to former glory 
perhaps? No, I don’t think so because I would posit this thought – while this historic 
winery has given us some truly stunning wines in the past, and certainly a few shaky 
ones, too, I think that the current crop of Chardonnays, Pinot Noirs and Shirazes 
are the finest balanced and most complex I have ever seen. My headline wine is a 
built on stern minerality and a large slice of distinction. I rarely write the word ‘posh’ 
about wine, but this wine had a degree of flair that hints at breeding and privilege. 
This seems a little incongruous because it is a sub-£20 wine! Muted oak, touches 
of exoticism countered by stern, stony, acidity and a seamless feel throughout make 
it a very attractive and thought-provoking wine. 2017 Little Yering Chardonnay 
(£15, 12.8%, www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk, www.thedrinkshop.com, www.blasarfwyd.
com) is the entry level wine at this property and it immediately informs the drinker 
that the bar is set very high indeed. The equivalent of many wineries’ special cuvée 
in terms of texture, detail and length, this is a joyous wine, which is drinking already 
and it doesn’t step over into the no go zone of wannabe oak impact and forced, 
showy fruit. It is also worth noting that this graduation in quality corresponds to a 
redesign of the label, which signals a new, classy feel for this popular wine. 2016 
Estate Chardonnay (£25, 13%, planetofthegrapes.co.uk) should, by all accounts, be 
the standard bearer for the Yering series of Chardonnays, but bearing in mind it is 
three rungs up on the ladder you are treated to a wine with ‘reserve’ level inten-
tions. Firm, noble, honed and smooth, this is a wine with the ability to age and 
mellow over five or more years such is its stature and build-quality. To balance the 
Estate Chardonnay, here is the mirror image Pinot - 2016 Estate Pinot Noir (£25, 
13.4%, planetofthegrapes.co.uk) and it is stunning. Lush, velvety, sensual and verging 
on exotic, on the nose, this is a profoundly impressive wine with perfectly judged oak 
and wild cherry notes from start to finish. This is a grand wine with a very fair price 
and I expect it to impress fans of global Pinot on account of its authentic tannic grip 
and refreshing acidity. 

Notes
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2016 Giant Steps, Lusatia Park Chardonnay, Yarra Valley, Vic | 13.5% | 
£33
www.libertywines.co.uk

Giant Steps has a golden ticket in 100 Best, but what I love about this famous winery 
is that each year a different vineyard sticks up its hand as my favoured wine. I talked 
about the ’16 Sexton Chardonnay last year as the sample arrived a few minutes 
before I pressed save and send on this Report. I also mentioned 2015 Lusatia Park 
Chardonnay acknowledging that its 220m elevation had blessed it with a core of 
awesome acidity and structure. This year the vintage and vineyard align in a wine 
that will take your breath away. The silky-smooth, super-cool, apple and pear fruit 
flows seamlessly across the palate and the oak is ‘barely there’ like a fruity negligee. 
The most important aspect of this wine is the acidity, which should always play a 
pivotal role in a Chardonnay. This high tensile thread runs the length of the flavour 
and it keeps it on a laser-driven track. 2016 was a great vintage for Pinot, too, with 
two wines soaring above the Yarra Valley. 2016 Sexton Pinot Noir (£33, 13.8%, 
www.libertywines.co.uk) is always a delicious, fruit-driven wine and this often means 
that it can drink relatively young. In ’16, there is another side to this vineyard which 
I find very attractive indeed. It is the first time that controlled, powdery tannins are 
commanding the back palate and this brings a firm and impressive backstop to the 
wine. This is a Sexton Pinot that will age very well indeed. 2016 Applejack Pinot 
Noir (£33, 13.8%, www.libertywines.co.uk) comes from Gladysdale in the Upper Yarra, 
at 300m altitude, and this is another example of a wine with a confident finish which 
allows the calm, creamy fruit to work its magic. Ripe, red apple skin notes punctuate 
the blackberry core bringing freshness and levity to the experience. Pinot is all about 
tenderness and cadence and this pair brings these traits to the fore.

Notes

2016 Brokenwood, Indigo Chardonnay, Beechworth, Vic | 12.5% | £34
TBC

Iain Riggs, ‘Riggsy’, does as little to this wine as he can in order to capture the 
essence of his tremendous Indigo vineyard. Whole bunch pressed, wild fermented 
and then only utilising third of new French oak to cradle, as opposed to season, the 
wine, this is a stunning Beechworth Chardonnay and it shows that a wine with a 
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mere 12.5% alcohol does not lacks anything in depth or intensity of flavour. Beech-
worth is a peculiarly blessed region for growing this awesome grape and many 
examples are made in tiny quantities and command eye-watering prices. Indigo is 
every bit as collectible as its peers but the price is very fair and I recommend that 
you track it down in order to bathe your senses in its wondrous flavour.

Notes

2016 Stargazer, Chardonnay, Coal River Valley, Tas | 12.5% | £30
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk

Sam Connew is a highly talented winemaker with a finely-tuned palate. She teases 
out every element of beauty from her wines, with the utmost respect for the raw 
materials, and then manages to retain all of the finesse by adopting a calm and 
unhurried winemaking mantra. Her graceful 2016 Chardonnay is the epitome of 
purity and poise. With the palest of colour in the glass, you certainly don’t expect 
such a sonorous nose and this leads to a lazy lemon balm palate which glides 
across the palate. The filigree finish is sublime with delicate verbena and soft herb 
notes which lengthen the palate and fade to a satisfying finish. Light but powerful 
and gentle but self-assured, this is a mesmerising wine which will imprint its char-
acter on your psyche.

Notes

2016 Tolpuddle Vineyard, Coal River Valley Chardonnay, Tas | 13% | £46
www.libertywines.co.uk

There is a touch more flamboyance in the 2016 vintage Tolpuddle Chardonnay than 
in previous years and this adds a tiny bit more flesh and exuberance to the strict 
Tassie framework. I do not require my Tasmanian Chardonnays to be mean-spirited, 
hard, angular and austere. This is a passing fad which has been wrongly attributed 
to the unique Tasmanian climate and is, in fact, a winemaking affectation driven by 
a handful of masochistic commentators and unbeloved of enthusiastic consumers. 
A relaxed Tasmanian Chardonnay is ultimately more delicious than a tense, nervous 
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style and lesser wines don’t always lose tension with age, so it is a fool’s paradise 
to pretend that this is the case. Tolpuddle’s calibre and character has been carefully 
and intentionally cultivated over its short lifetime and each and every wine that 
has been released has been delicious. When I pour these wines at my Sommelier 
Lunches they always go down a storm. This is because they are generous, sophisti-
cated and made with real care. That this 2016 has put on a little extra weight around 
the mid-palate is to be encouraged – it suits the fruit and the flavour. I hope that this 
continues because now this wine looks like world class Chardonnay as opposed to 
just a very good Tassie wine. 2016 Coal River Valley Pinot Noir (£57, 13%, hedon-
ism.co.uk) has also benefitted from a gradual increase in one of its core components 
but in this wine’s case it is in detail. Having released my 2016 En Primeur Burgundy 
notes in early 2018 I tasted this wine in among all of the acknowledged greats of 
Pinot Noir’s home base. 2016 Tolpuddle Pinot puts many like-priced Burgundies to 
shame. It also cocks a snook at hosts of much more expensive wines, too. With a 
majestic, linear palate, great finesse and prodigious length this wine is aromatically 
epic and with so much detail replacing the obvious fruit notes of yore it is a game-
changer for this estate. 

Notes

2016 By Farr, Three Oaks Vineyard Chardonnay, Geelong, Vic | 13% | £58
hedonism.co.uk, www.highburyvintners.co.uk

This is the first ever listing for Gary and Nick Farr’s wines because they have never 
been represented in 100 Best before. Of course, they have made the grade for inclu-
sion every single year, but my rules are my rules and the minuscule UK stock alloca-
tions and speed with which the cases have been snapped up has meant that they 
have always been left on the touchline. This year is different, so welcome chaps – 
these wines are going to finally get the 100 Best treatment and I hope that thousands 
more people learn of their worthy reputation and stunning class. My featured wine is 
a stormer with a very sexy nose of apple blossom and beeswax. There is incredible 
amplitude of flavour here and it is topped off with superbly crisp acidity and a half-
hour long finish. 2016 Côte Vineyard GC Chardonnay (£77, 13%, www.libertywines.
co.uk) is an even more ostentatious wine with smoky, richer, more hedonistic fruit. 
It is bigger, oakier, more powerful and more impactful. Luckily this splendid flavour 
onslaught is balanced with devastating acidity and vital freshness. GC by name 
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(actually Gary Charles) but Grand Cru in attitude, this is a wildly successful wine 
with masses of attitude and pizzazz. 2015 Farrside by Farr Pinot Noir (£58, 14%, 
hedonism.co.uk) is a ripe, sweetly stemmy and delicious Pinot with a forward feel 
and a magnificent gloss. Feel free to be selfish when opening this wine – it is a very 
difficult bottle to share!

Notes

2016 Hill-Smith Estate, Wild Ferment Chardonnay, Adelaide Hills, SA | 
13.5% | £24
www.tastinghouse.co.uk

All of my chosen Chardonnays this year are linked by the twin themes of succulence 
and freshness. This superb wine is relaxed and calm on the palate before a crunchy, 
tart finish moves in and brings a fascinating edge to proceedings. Going back to the 
glass it is interesting to see that the oak sits in the background, the fruit is subtle 
and medium-weight and yet the length is attenuated thanks to the vivid acid tang. I 
love this shape of Chardonnay because it allows you to wander around its flavours 
without overwhelming your senses. Politely mannered Chardonnay is a rare beast 
and there are times when you do not want to taste the oak, the skin, the stones or 
the winemaker’s trickery. This is one such wine and I love that it defers to the drinker 
and then respectfully offers up a beautifully balanced flavour to caress your senses. 

Notes

2016 Petaluma, Yellow Label Piccadilly Valley Chardonnay, Adelaide 
Hills, SA | 14% | £28
www.cheerswinemerchants.co.uk, www.cellarone.co.uk

Petaluma is back in the UK after a few stuttering starts and this pair of Chardon-
nays will be sure to catapult this famous name back into our hearts and onto our 
dining room tables. With unerring accuracy and an innate understanding of what 
makes Chardonnay the most sensational of all white grapes, this youthful, gleaming 
Chardy is a far cry from the lumpy powerful wines of decades gone by. Polished, 
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crisp, layered and mineral, this is a modern marvel and it does what proper Chas-
sagne does only with more momentum and lift and with a diminutive price tag, too. 
Touches of wild honey, peach skin and lemon tart fleck the flavour and the oak used 
here is particularly fine, too, bringing almond and faint brioche tones to the whole. 
If you would like to save a tenner and also drink a wine which is already nearing its 
peak, then 2016 White Label Chardonnay (£18, 13%, www.cheerswinemerchants.
co.uk, www.haishamcellars.com, noblegrape.co.uk, www.cellarone.co.uk) does just what 
the doctor ordered. The flavour is terrific and the mouthfeel and length are delightful. 
It genuinely feels like a chip off the old block and this makes it a fabulous mid-week 
number while you await high days and holidays to serve its Yellow Label parent.

Notes

2017 The Lane Vineyard, Single Vineyard Beginning Chardonnay, 
Adelaide Hills, SA | £21, | 13%
www.corneyandbarrow.com

It is extraordinary that this wine is singing pitch perfect so early in its life. Profound, 
complex, intensely flavoured but also seemingly lean and keen, this is a piercingly 
clean wine with luxurious touches which infiltrate every nerve ending. The applica-
tion of oak is done with the same reverence in which court dressers would clothe 
the naked Cleopatra until she stood dripping in finery, every inch the Queen of the 
world, but still a young woman underneath the couture. Attaining this degree of 
perfection takes precision, application, skill and unlimited patience. Beginning is not 
the beginning any more. It is the culmination of thousands of hours of painstaking 
sacrifice and the results are astounding. 2017 Block 1A Chardonnay (£14, 13%, 
www.corneyandbarrow.com) is a wine which allows me to keep my tenuous Egyptian 
analogy going. Please also forgive the 18-rating which follows. After a hard days 
ruling over a dynasty, a Queen needs to lose the headdress and robes of state and 
returns to her natural form. This wine is simply that – the unadorned, silky smooth, 
wondrous and beguiling Chardonnay grape in its purest incarnation. This is the 
finest value Chardonnay I have tasted in the last 12 months, not just from Australia, 
but from anywhere on earth. A change of colour now with 2014 Single Vineyard 
Reunion Shiraz (£28, 13.5%, www.corneyandbarrow.com). Spice and clove notes stud 
this cherry-hued wine and while you might expect a powerful creature on the palate 
there is a lightness of touch and supple timbre than even the finest Northern Rhônes 
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cannot match. No muscle, no earth, just sky and light – these are the elements 
which power this sensational wine.

Notes

2016 Shaw & Smith, M3 Chardonnay, Adelaide Hills, SA | 13% | £30
www.libertywines.co.uk

Wow M3 – you are looking mighty fine in 2016. You have shed a few pounds (not that 
you needed to) and brought some taut, mineral notes into play which has changed 
the overall balance of your delivery such that you are now tipping forwards rather 
than lying back on my palate. This energetic approach and active engagement will 
be hugely welcome to all S&S wine fans because when a wine tastes this good it is 
even more exciting when it eagerly holds its hand out to you rather than you chasing 
it around the room for hours in search of contact. Add to this a decent conversation, 
superb length and a slap on the back of acidity, saying seeing you again soon, and 
this is an M3 vintage which will make many, many friends. The captain-level Shiraz 
from Martin and Michael is 2015 Balhannah Shiraz (£60, 14%, www.libertywines.
co.uk). I am more than happy to walk on by when a sixty-pound wine doesn’t deliver 
the goods but, in 2015, this wine shows serious intellect and also spice levels which 
make my olfactory receptors stand to attention. That alone is not enough because 
any old wine can smell good. What we need when we are shelling out the cost of 
an elite bottle from anywhere on the planet is serious class and that feeling that we 
are being rewarded with something uniquely appealing. S&S Balhannah Shiraz has 
the missing link of luxury balanced with savoury earthiness. This is what makes us 
salivate and crave more. Hats off to the team for kicking two massively competitive 
goals this year.

Notes
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2016 Grosset, Piccadilly Chardonnay, Adelaide Hills, SA | 13.5% | £45
www.libertywines.co.uk

Bonkers in every way, this is one of a handful of wines which made Jeff’s compe-
tition for Winery of the Year accolade fade away into the ether. It is not enough to 
make a few great wines with metronomic accuracy each year to pick up this paper 
gong. What is needed is instinctive flair and actual brilliance in the glass. This stellar 
Chardonnay is a case in point. It is becoming increasingly clear that Adelaide Hills is 
one of a shortening list of wine regions on our rock in space which makes absurdly 
brilliant Chardonnays. Grosset thinks of wine in a different way to many, taking the 
fruit and, not recipe-bound, allowing it to become what it wants to be. Sometimes 
this works well, other times it shifts the paradigm. While you might be expecting a 
wine which faces up to a Meursault or a Corton-Charlemagne and looks it in the eye 
and says take me on, this wine is nothing of the sort. This is, by dint of the vintage, a 
wine which travels to cooler climes and engenders a steeliness and self-control only 
found in the greatest home of this grape (to date), Chablis. Only 8500 bottles of this 
wine were made and I reckon I could demolish them all with the help of my pals. It 
is up to you to get there first, because this is a rare Chablis-basher and a wine which 
my English mates will savour and celebrate because the aforementioned northern 
French Chardonnay region is bereft of stock at this moment in history.  Until kindly 
weather conditions come along in Northern France, world Chardonnay fans will be 
looking to slake their thirst at the highest level of production and this wine will be in 
our collective crosshairs. 

Notes

2016 Penfolds, Reserve Bin 16A Chardonnay, Adelaide Hills, SA | 13.5% 
| £75
www.laithwaites.co.uk, www.cadmanfinewines.co.uk, www.harrods.com, www.
frazierswine.co.uk, www.bbr.com

Penfolds is making as many great whites as reds these days and this wine is one 
which I and my friends in the wines business, whose palates I admire, all agree is 
one of the profound joys of the entire world of wine. With a far more severe and less 
opulent framework than previous vintages, this is a seriously fine wine but please 
don’t expect it to extend an olive branch if you approach it any time soon. While 
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showmanship might not the menu, straight-jacketed power and menacing intensity 
is. Don’t think that this is any different in young wines from the great Grands Crus 
of Montrachet. 16A shows imperial density of fruit and a truly profound demeanour. 
This is an insanely good Chardonnay and while it lacks the bearhug of fruit and 
almond croissant oak notes which have made it so delectable in the past, I am 
extremely encouraged to see that 2016 needs a long run up in order to assimilate 
its stratospheric class and this evolution of flavour cannot be rushed. Those of you 
wise wine lovers who subscribe to the Members section of my website know that 
I awarded this wine a 19.5+/20 score when I previewed the Penfolds Icon releases 
late last year. Only time will tell if that missing half point was an oversight on my 
behalf. I will be sure to taste it as many times as I can over the next few years and 
will hold my hands up if this is the case. I really hope it is! Continuing the 2016 
Chardonnay love in, 2016 Bin 311 Chardonnay, Tumbarumba, NSW (£31, 12.5%, 
www.thewinesociety.com, www.harrods.com, www.millesima.co.uk, www.thedrinkshop.
com) is a subtle, smooth and sultry creation with sufficient energy and vitality for it 
to vibrate on the tongue. Tart, but nicely weighted and limey, with superbly judged 
old oak this is an impressive creation and it is more Chassagne-Montrachet-shaped 
than ever before. Before I move on to another winery I would like to alert you to the 
community service that Penfolds does with its staggeringly over-engineered 2017 
Koonunga Hill Chardonnay, SA (£9.00, 13%, www.tesco.com, www.asda.com, www.
ocado.com). Let’s just say that to put the words Penfolds and Chardonnay on a label 
means something these days and I will be the first to say that ’17 Koonunga Hill is 
a shockingly brilliant piece of winemaking. Nine pounds for this flavour. I am still 
scratching my head in disbelief.

Notes

2016 Xanadu, Estate Chardonnay, Margaret River, WA | 13% | £19
www.exelwines.co.uk, www.fine-online.co.uk, finewineservices.co.uk

With a markedly different shape and style to most other Chardonnays in this Report, 
Xanadu’s wines have an electrical pulse of fruit which I find most enticing. From my 
headline estate wine, which tastes like most peoples’ Reserve to the bargain-priced 
2017 Exmoor Chardonnay (£14, 12.5%, www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk, finewineser-
vices.co.uk), which appears under the name Fusion in Majestic, too, to the celestial 
2016 Reserve Chardonnay (£60, 13%, www.frw.co.uk) which is only available in 
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tiny quantities, this winery is on a seam of awesome form right now. The wines are 
as clear and vibrant as can be and there is a well-defined stepping stone gradation 
between each level of production. What I admire so much about the wines is the 
way in which they are assembled, each firmer and more structured than its mate, 
but with no excess or unwanted muscle which would dampen its appeal or slow 
down its trajectory of flavour on the palate. I used words like vibrant, tangy, keen and 
stylish about all three wines and yet you can stay in the Exmoor zone and be happy 
as you like without feeling like you are missing out. My featured wine adds oak and 
spice and this means that you need to cook a serious dinner to cope with its impact. 
Finally, Reserve brings density and gravitas to the fore, and this simply means that 
you need to pour it only when the occasion demands. What a pleasure it is to see a 
three tier offering that works perfectly on every level.

Notes

2016 Robert Oatley, Finisterre Chardonnay, Margaret River, WA | 12.5% 
| £23
www.laithwaites.co.uk, hedonism.co.uk, www.wimbledonwinecellar.com

The story here is that the fruit comes from some of the coolest and most invigor-
ating vineyards in the southerly section of the Margaret River region and this is 
the reason why this wine tastes so vivacious and thirst-quenching on the palate. 
Granted there are lush moments here, too, given that no expense is spared in this 
wine’s production but immediacy of reward is the mantra and unlike many of the 
wines in this section, which require a few months or even a few years to mellow, ’16 
Finisterre is already showing considerable balance and élan. Drop down a tier to the 
RO Signature level and you have three wines which are all insanely attractive and 
eminently affordable. 2016 Signature Margaret River Cabernet Sauvignon (£14, 
14%, www.ocado.com, www.cambridgewine.com, www.bcfw.co.uk, pcwine.co.uk) drinks 
well already with juicy cassis fruit and a savoury, upright finish. 2016 Signature 
McLaren Vale Shiraz , SA (£14, 14%, www.winerack.co.uk, www.morganclassicwines.
com, www.oxfordwine.co.uk, www.hailshamcellars.com, finewineservices.co.uk) shows 
full-bodied, charry, plump mulberry tones and masses of impact and like its WA 
colleague typifies the region and the variety. 2016 Signature McLaren Vale GSM, 
SA (£14, 14%, www.oxfordwine.co.uk, www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, serioulsygoodwi-
neco.com, www.hailshamcellars.com, pcwine.co.uk, www.dulwichvintners.co.uk) draws on 
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McLaren Vale’s skills at growing some of the most amazing Grenache on the planet 
and so this wine is a benchmark Southern Rhône recipe with more fruit and buoy-
ancy than a truck-full of Côtes du Rhônes. All three of these Signature wines show 
the classic characters of their regions and corresponding varieties and they sing the 
regional song of Australia like no other brand.

Notes

2016 Pierro, Chardonnay, Margaret River, WA | 13.5% | £45
jeroboams.co.uk, www.goreywinecellar.co.uk

You have to go back ten years to find Pierro’s last appearance in 100 Best and I 
am over the moon that they are back in this Report. With lush, lemon meringue pie 
notes on the nose and even more exoticism and succulence on the palate, this is a 
flamboyant wine and one which brings an exuberance and degree of theatre to my 
collection of Chardonnays. I love the way the oak adds nut and cinnamon notes to 
the stone fruit richness and this is all done with precision balance in mind. The line 
and length of acid is enthralling and this sets the wine up with the perfect backdrop 
of tension to allow the fruit to perform at the highest level. Hoorah!

Notes

2016 Vasse Felix, Heytesbury Chardonnay, Margaret River, WA | 13% | 
£41
www.bbr.com

Gosh Heytesbury looks ever so demure and buttoned up in 2016. This restraint 
and composure is impressive and it hints at a life ahead which will see a gradual 
unravelling of tension while the flavours build on the palate. Nail-biting stuff, this 
wine is the vinous equivalent of a Scandi-Noir thriller with cliff edge denouements 
every time you feel that you are starting to relax. I will be watching closely to see 
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when the grand finale happens because it is sure to be a triumphant unveiling of 
class and complexity. 

Notes

2016 Domaine Naturaliste by Bruce Dukes, Artus Chardonnay, Marga-
ret River, WA | 13% | £44
www.henningswine.co.uk, www.vineyardsofsherborne.co.uk

Bruce Dukes (not a typo, but clearly a cousin of considerable standing!) allows 
his top flight Chardonnay to ‘paint its own picture’. He picks it relatively lean and 
then allows it to chart its own journey via indigenous yeast, unrestricted malolactic 
fermentation and no acid adjustments. Bruce rewards Artus with around 40% new 
French oak (Vosges and Allier). Not setting out to make a lean and mean creation 
(he does this with other cuvées) this is a purposefully rich and exotic wine. In 2015 I 
noted the following array of delights on the nose and palate of this creation - lemon 
drizzle cake, patisserie, ginger lily and hazelnuts and in 2016 the story is the same 
albeit delivered in a less forceful and more engrossing manner. It’s funny, but when 
I open top flight Chardonnay for wine fans they inevitably gravitate to the fuller 
bodied end of the Chardonnay scale, even if they have previously declared that they 
like unoaked wines! This amazing Margaret River Chardonnay is no shrinking violet, 
and with its stunning aura it is sure to floor you even if you think that it might be 
a step to far. I am used to realigning peoples’ palates on my 100 Best Roadshows 
because even though the ABC movement died a death two decades ago there are 
still people out there who have yet to step back into the world of well-balanced 
Chardonnay. Artus might be one of the weightier wines in this category, but I bet my 
bottom dollar that it will convert everyone who tastes it to its cause.

Notes
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2015 Leeuwin Estate, Art Series Chardonnay, Margaret River, WA | 14% 
| £75
www.fourwallswine.com, www.handford.net, hedonism.co.uk, www.thesecretcellar.co.uk, 
www.selfridges.com

Last year’s Winery of the Year has relaxed one notch with its 2015 Art Series Char-
donnay release and while I don’t doubt that this wine will age for fifteen to twenty 
years as if it were a day, this is a vintage that will kick off it drinking period earlier 
than every vintage back to the phenomenal 2008 release. I am an eternal fan of this 
label, and it seems churlish to ping it for its immediate charms, but there is a school 
of thought that likes this grape to be trussed up for a few years before it blossoms in 
order to prove its desire to age. I disagree with this philosophy. Balance is born – my 
favourite wine mantra and 2015 is exquisitely balanced from birth. I wouldn’t feel 
guilty about drinking a bottle now. Call the wine police – I will send them packing. 
’15 Art Series is a rare wine that shows immense presence and also a flirtatious edge 
to its character and it is this element which catches my eye more than any other and 
that its why it sits on the finish line of the Chardonnay section in this year’s Report.

Notes

PINOT NOIR 

2017 Wickhams Road, Pinot Noir, Gippsland, Vic | 13% | £20
www.stonevine.co.uk

Before I crack on with the weightier, lustier, more lascivious Pinots I must crave 
your attention for this singularly joyous creation. From the Hoddles Creek family, 
Wickhams Road is a remarkable wine and it has more vitality and friskiness than a 
Cirque de Soleil troupe of acrobats. I could swear that there is some whole bunch 
fruit here, bearing in mind the herbaceous notes which enliven the aromatics, but 
the tech sheet and web info say no. Either way, this is a stunning expression of the 
Pinot Noir grape and it is bursting with cherry, plum and hedgerow glamour and I 
cannot wait to introduce several hundred people to it at Australia House at my wine 
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trade launch of this Report. I trust that they will all pogo with enthusiasm when this 
mystical elixir hits their receptors. 

Notes

2017 Paringa Estate, Peninsula Pinot Noir, Mornington Peninsula, Vic | 
13.5% | £27
greatwinesdirect.co.uk

I know this estate very well and look forward to tasting their new releases every 
single year. I think that I know the form and so often open, pour, spit, scribble in auto-
pilot when tacking large flights of wines. I rarely look at the labels, not that they make 
any difference to me because it is what’s in the glass that counts. It just so happens 
that Paringa has changed its Peninsula label in 2017 and so, in the zone, it didn’t 
register with me at all until I sniffed my glass and did a double take which might 
have made the animation squad at Pixar chortle. What the hell is going on here? This 
is a superbly crafted wine but it has lift and brightness rarely associated with red 
wine! The nose leaps out of the glass and the palate follows with unbridled enthu-
siasm. Crammed with cherry and raspberry notes this wine is barely containable in 
the glass such is its energy and dexterity. It will bring a smile to the grumpiest of 
Aussie Pinot-detractors. 2017 Peninsula Pinot is the happiest wine in this Report and 
it wants to tell the world! If you are looking for the far more familiar and serious side 
of this elite Pinot stronghold then look no farther than 2014 Estate Pinot Noir (£55, 
13.5%, www.strictlywine.co.uk, wine-man.com). Here you find the velvety palate and 
brocaded finery so often associated with this imperial winery. Showing immense 
depth of fruit coupled with a prodigious finish, this is one of the great wines of 
Australia and it shows clearly that Mornington and Paringa, particularly, is now an 
essential stop on anyone’s world tour of this mind-blowing grape variety.

Notes
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2016 Ashton Hills, Piccadilly Pinot Noir, Adelaide Hills, SA | 14.5% | £28
www.oxfordwine.co.uk, www.stonevine.co.uk, www.henningswine.co.uk, www.
raeburnfinewines.com, www.cambridgewine.com 

I will never forget heading up to Ashton Hills to see Stephen George many years 
ago to be greeted fleetingly by the great man and then left in his cellar door shack 
with six glasses and the parting comment, ‘What is the question’? I felt stitched up, 
but given that I was on a mission with several more meetings that day I embraced 
the challenge and forensically took the wines to pieces. The ‘Guru’, as Stephen is 
known, returned a quarter of an hour later to a rather happier Mr Jukes. I gave him 
his question – ‘Put these wines in order of altitude and tell me which should make 
the grade and which shouldn’t’? Stephen told me that I was trebly correct. It was 
the right question, the right order and the right analysis of which were heading into 
his wines and which were not. I had passed the test. I haven’t passed many exams 
in my life, but this was by far the most satisfying. As we walked up to his winery in 
order to taste every single barrel, he told me that no one else had got the question 
right. Whether that was true or not I didn’t care – all I knew was that any meetings 
that afternoon could wait because I was about to spend time with one of the most 
inspirational chaps in the wine world. I will never forget this encounter. Now that 
Stephen has divested his business to Wirra Wirra I was excited that we might see 
these wines in the UK again given that they have good distribution within our shores. 
I think that the last time Ashton Hills wines came over to the UK was a decade ago 
when I bought a pallet of wine with a fellow wine buyer friend to sell in our respec-
tive restaurant consultancies. It has been a two year wait for the wines to make it 
over here, not least because every drop could be sold ten times over in Australia. 
Anyway, it has been worth the wait because there are very few Pinots made in the 
Hills these days and both my featured Piccadilly cuvée and the 2016 Estate Pinot 
Noir (£40, 14.5%, www.oxfordwine.co.uk, www.stonevine.co.uk, www.henningswine.co.uk, 
www.raeburnfinewines.com, www.cambridgewine.com, www.flagshipwines.co.uk) show 
the purity and precision on which this label has built its reputation. The Piccadilly 
wine is forward, pliable, generous and engaging while the Estate wines is more 
structured, dense and exotic. It doesn’t matter which wine you buy, because just 
getting one bottle will be a challenge, but I am assured that we will be treated to a 
second tranche of stock in the UK soon and so everyone can click on the links here 
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and form an orderly queue. Good luck – these are wines for committed Pinot freaks 
and they never disappoint.

Notes

2015 Kooyong, Haven Pinot Noir, Mornington Peninsula, Vic | 13.5% | 
£40 
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk 

Two of the 2015 Pinots from Kooyong stood shoulder to shoulder in my notes this 
year and because Ten Minutes by Tractor has not yet released its 2016s yet, I have 
decided to write them both up in this Report giving everyone an opportunity to 
double their chances of locating even more first class Mornington Pinot. These are 
fascinating and flamboyant wines and they are both tiptop quality. Haven is deep, 
dark, vampiric and velvety with showy oak and chewy fruit. It is Vosne-like in its 
density and appeal. 2015 Meres Pinot Noir (£40, 13%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk) 
is floral, pretty, sensual and tender, with Volnay-like dimensions and a neat lick of 
tannin on the finish. All you have to do is pick your poison but, of course, there is only 
one right answer here and that is to locate both wines and put them on your table, 
head to head! While revving up for this fascinating tussle why not open a bottle of 
the incredible 2016 Beurrot Pinot Gris (£20, 13.5%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, 
www.qwines.co.uk). I have always loved this wine and in 2016 there is more exoticism 
and depth of fruit than I have seen before. Do not expect a Grigio here! This is 
a Chardonnay-shaped wine with ginger, white pepper and pineapple husk tones 
which would frighten even the most awarded of Friuli PG specialists into retirement.

Notes
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WEIRD & WONDERFUL 

2016 Running with Bulls, Tempranillo, Barossa, SA | 13.5% | £16
www.christopherpiperwines.co.uk

What I love about this wine is that while it says Tempranillo on the label, the tradi-
tional Iberian greeting from a wine made from this grape variety is a whoosh of 
medicinal American oak. Running with Bulls announces its arrival with a fanfare of 
fruit and this is a blessed relief. Running on into the palate, it gets more and more 
impressive and I sense that the Yalumba company has plans for this grape which 
echo what they did with Viognier many years ago. Clearly suited to the Barossan 
climate, Tempranillo’s enthusiasm is unfettered in this wine and the finish is juicier 
and more rewarding than all but a handful of the most modern and worldly of its 
Spanish counterparts. You will know I am wary of writing up Aussie versions of 
indigenous European grapes unless they compete at the highest level. Running 
with Bulls is a wine that could hold its own in any blind line-up and it also brings 
a new flavour to the South Australian landscape. Oh, and the oak regime is a mere 
7 months in new and mature Hungarian barrels. Those Hungarian barrels are very 
civilised beasts indeed!

Notes.

2016 Handcrafted by Geoff Hardy, Malbec, Langhorne Creek, SA | 14% 
| £18
www.cambridgewine.com

Geoff Hardy makes a collection of weird and wonderful project wines under his 
Handcrafted label and they fascinate with their unique takes on their varieties and 
corresponding viticultural climates. His Lagrein has performed well in the last two 
Reports but the 2016 vintage needs some more time in bottle and so I have turned 
my attention to two other impressive candidates this year. With bittersweet choco-
late and cherry fruit and a luscious crunch of acidity this wine is as far removed from 
the porty, dried out, sump oil versions found overseas. This wine is crimson-hued, 
light on its feet and rather dashing. It has a lovely violet perfume but there the 
Malbec hallmarks cease because the shape of this wine is more akin to a Cru Beau-
jolais or crunchy Cabernet Franc! You ought to see it in action because it is a jolly 
good wine. Another star in the making is 2016 Nero d’Avola, Adelaide (£18, 14%, 
www.cambridgewine.com) which also offers up a beautiful perfume and follows this 
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with a sensational edgy, bitter palate. The Negroni tang on the finish is stunning 
and while this is very accurate in terms of tick-box-flavours, again, the cadence and 
bounce on the palate is to be admired.

Notes

CABERNET SAUVIGNON & MERLOT 

2016 Lake Breeze, Bull Ant, Cabernet Sauvignon / Merlot, Langhorne 
Creek, SA | 14.5% | £15
greatwinesdirect.co.uk, www.strictlywine.co.uk

Is this the finest value Cab/Merlot of the year? I think so. Everything about this wine 
shouts top class fruit and the only thing that hints at a lower price point is the Bull 
Ant label (which is Greg Follett’s entry level brand). Otherwise the old vines show 
off their undoubted class, the oak is fine and well-integrated and the finish is lengthy 
and proud, akin to a wine with twice the price tag. It will last for four or five years, 
too, so if you are on a budget and would like to pour a wine with top class tasting 
notes this is a cracking number.

Notes

2015 Wakefield, Jaraman Cabernet Sauvignon, Coonawarra / Clare 
Valley, SA | 15% | £18
www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.cheerswinemerchants.co.uk, www.
farehamwinecellar.co.uk, www.thegeneralwine.co.uk, www.justincases.co.uk, www.
ozwines.co.uk, www.winedirect.co.uk

The Jaraman label strikes again, drawing on the chocolate mint notes from Coona-
warra and the structure and tannin lurking in the Clare Cabernet component. Seam-
lessly welded together and then embellished with the ripest and most succulent 
of oak additions, this is a wickedly enticing wine with hedgerow fruit and a sheen 
which one only usually finds on icon cuvées. 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (£13, 
14.5%, www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.farehamwinecellar.co.uk, www.winedirect.
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co.uk, www.majestic.co.uk, www.sandhamswine.co.uk, www.wineandwhisky.co.uk) is 
Jaraman’s henchman, and in spite of its cheeky price tag, this wine also sees top 
quality, older French oak hogsheads and this brings coffee bean and leaf notes to 
add complexity to the deeply fruited cassis core. These are further examples of the 
magical winemaking happening at Wakefield.

Notes

2016 Parker Coonawarra Estate, Cabernet Sauvignon, Coonawarra, SA 
| 14.5% | £15
www.henningswine.co.uk, www.vagabondwines.co.uk

Here is another wine which owes it flavour and build quality to the more senior 
members of its portfolio. Parker’s renaissance as a premium Aussie Cabernet 
producer is complete. My featured estate wine is very good indeed with superbly 
fresh, bright, cassis and mulberry fruit leading the way and it is perfectly balanced 
throughout. The finish is honed and refreshing but not overly tannic or dry which is 
incredible bearing in mind its youth. I sense that an awful lot of the following wine 
dwells in the core of the Estate cuvée and this gives it a degree of flair and integrity 
rarely found in fifteen quid wines. 2016 Terra Rossa Cabernet Sauvignon (£23, 
14.5%, www.henningswine.co.uk, www.woodwinters.com) is the next wine on the Parker 
ladder and it is classically structured with more grape skin and oak commanding 
one’s attention. Rather than using lashings of new wood though this wine wisely 
sticks to seasoned barrels and this means that the fruit is savoury and mellow but 
not dried out or astringent. This will be a Terra Rossa vintage which could conceiv-
ably be drunk at only three years old which just goes to show how much work has 
gone on here in the vineyards. Finally, 2015 First Growth (£60, 14.5%, www.henning-
swine.co.uk, www.thewinesociety.com) is, as you might expect, very detailed and very 
grand. While not a very much bigger wine, in terms of framework than Terra Rossa, 
this is an immensely finely wrought model with layer upon layer of extravagant 
blackcurrant fruit and heavenly leather and carpentry notes in all of the right places.

Notes
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2014 Yalumba, The Cigar Cabernet Sauvignon, Coonawarra, SA | 13.5% 
| £21
www.cowines.com

One of the most commented on wines in last year’s Roadshow was the beautiful 
2013 The Cigar. It is hard to believe that in 2014 the bar has been pushed even 
higher and so this one-time ‘second label’ wine now feels like a Grand Vin in its own 
right. Stunningly balanced, cultured and calm, this is a spicy, combative Cabernet 
with leaf, dirt and smoke notes interwoven with impossibly juicy cassis fruit. It looks 
commanding and tastes imperial and if you want to graduate to its big brother 
then 2014 The Menzies Cabernet Sauvignon (£39, 14%, TBC) is an even more 
distinguished creation. The nose is amazingly impressive with taut, salty, cassis fruit 
and fabulous marquetry. The length is astounding with awe-inspiring tannins which 
roll on for minutes. 2014 The Menzies has an Old World silhouette over a classical 
Coonawarra flavour and this makes it both beautiful and extremely honest in the 
glass. This is one of my favourite vintages of this wine to date. Before I leave the 
Yalumba Cabernet fold, it is worth signalling two amazing, budget wines which sum 
up their respective grape varieties with unerring accuracy. 2017 Y Series Merlot, 
SA (£11, 14.1%, www.spar.co.uk) has fruitcake spice and plummy fruit and 2016 Y 
Series Cabernet Sauvignon, SA (£11, 14%, www.cranbrookwines.com) shows mint 
highlights and bright tannins. These are all traits found in much grander wines and 
yet Y Series brings them to the party with open-armed generosity.

Notes

2014 Wynns Coonawarra Estate, Black Label Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Coonawarra, SA | 13.5% | £35
www.harrods.com, www.lokiwine.co.uk

Wynns Cabernet is Coonawarra in a glass. This one wine expresses every aspect 
of this famous wine region in every sip and I am sure that the Wynns’ message has 
been received and understood in all corners of the globe. I was privileged to attend 
a 60th vintage Wynns celebration tasting last September with winemaker Sue 
Hodder. Starting with the 1957 vintage and working our way up to the present day 
it is clear that this winery has as much integrity and age-worthiness as any estate 
in the Old World. Like a top Bordeaux château, even some of the supposed weaker 
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vintages showed exquisite detail, freshness and life. My featured 2014 is the current 
vintage in the UK and it is a dense, fruit-driven, muscular wine with a remarkable 
spice and an inky colour. It is also generously fruity and rather delectable because 
while the framework and structure is certainly impressive, the fruit is stunningly ripe. 
I imagine that this wine will drink well into its twenties but I have to say that it already 
tastes fabulous, so don’t feel guilty if you open a bottle right now!

Notes

2016 Pertaringa, Tipsy Hill Single Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon, 
McLaren Vale, SA | 14.5% | £60
www.cambridgewine.com

This wine made a lasting impression on me when I tasted it in early 2017. It comes 
from a single vineyard in Blewitt Springs, overlooking McLaren Vale. The aromatics 
are sublime with juicy florals, hedgerow notes and even a smattering of fresh herb 
detail. This is a linear, fresh, controlled wine with incredible intensity of flavour but 
it is not a heavy wine per se. It is clear that this site is the driving force behind 
this stunning wine and the cool, mineral tones give it a seam of freshness and lift 
which is often lacking in McLaren Vale Cabernet. Along with the crunchy acidity 
there is ultra-fine tannin and this gives Tipsy Hill an air of grandeur and definition 
which further accentuates its undoubted class. I cannot remember tasting an McL 
Cabernet this fine and that it why I gave it a massive 19/20 in my notes. I am hoping 
that this wine signals the arrival of even more site specific wines which are built on 
finesse and length as opposed to girth and density. 2016 Rifle & Hunt Cabernet 
Sauvignon (£20, 14.5%, www.cambridgewine.com) is a smooth, bold, fruit-forward 
wine with more juice and sweetness than my Coonawarra or Clare listings and this 
makes it rather exotic and entertaining! The oak seems to accentuate the luscious-
ness of this wine adding cinnamon spice and fruitiness to the whole. 2016 Over 
The Top Shiraz (£20, 15%, www.cambridgewine.com) is another delicious wine and 
this time there is clearly a desire to express all of the juiciness which McLaren Vale 
possesses, up front, in the glass. The reason why this wine works so well is that 
along with the expressive, tender fruit there is none of the heat or sourness that so 
many other wines seem to think goes hand in hand with ‘over the top’ fruit notes. 
2016 The Yeoman Shiraz (£60, 15%, www.cambridgewine.com) is a mighty wine and 
it is not three times bigger or three times more powerful than Over The Top – far 
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from it! In fact, it is the same shape but three times more detailed and many more 
times longer and classier. The Yeoman is Pertaringa’s top Shiraz and it is only made 
in great vintages. The 2016 shows impeccable balance and it combines plush fruit 
and Zen-like control like no other wine in the region. 

Notes

2015 Cherubino, Cabernet Sauvignon, Margaret River, WA | 14% | £42
greatwinesdirect.co.uk

While I loved Larry Cherubino’s opulent and showy 2014 Margaret River Cabernet 
Sauvignon this 2015 is a completely different being loaded with gravitas and brim-
ming with vinous IQ points. There are some severe lines, some furrowed brows, 
some belligerent control and even a little brusqueness around the periphery, but 
Cabernet is not a joker, it is a monarch in the grape variety hierarchy and on special 
occasions it demands and deserves great respect. Very long and very restrained, 
2015 Cherubino Margaret River Cabernet is a noble and striking wine and it has 
enabled this brand to join the Premier League in this legendary region.

Notes

2015 Moss Wood, Cabernet Sauvignon, Wilyabrup, Margaret River, WA 
| 14% | £59
jeroboams.co.uk

The word that best sums up 2015 Moss Wood Cabernet is ‘suave’. This is an excep-
tionally beautiful wine with less exuberance and fruit intensity than the thrilling 2014 
but, perhaps, more in the way of fine detail and restraint. Made from 95% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 4% Cabernet Franc and 1% Petit Verdot and only utilising 14% new French 
oak, this is a work of art and it is relatively easy to appreciate its charms already. 
What will dumfound collectors is that I believe that this wine will age for twenty-five 
or thirty years with ease. The reason for this is the calibre of the skin tannins which 
are the single element which has turned this very good wine into a truly great crea-
tion. 2015 is an insanely good vintage in Margaret River and when these legendary 
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vintages come along I expect the top estates to perform at their peak. Moss Wood 
has done exactly this. Buy all you can. 2017 Amy’s (£17, 14.5%, jeroboams.co.uk, www.
experiencewine.co.uk, www.goreywinecellar.co.uk, www.conceptfinewines.com, www.firt-
handco.com, www.waitrose.com, www.fieldandfawcett.co.uk) is more precocious than 
usual and it seems to have realised that it is being released at the same time as the 
2015 Estate Cabernet and so it has to distract you from opening any bottles of the 
Grand Vin by being more come hither than of late. Instead of being a mini-Moss 
Wood with the accompanying tannin and grunt, Amy’s carries out the job of being 
a rousing support band, knocking out crowd-pleasing, forward-drinking flavours. It 
effortlessly imprints the Moss Wood brand on your wine brain such that, one day, 
when you find yourself confronted with a list of mature MR Cabs, the chances are 
Amy’s will be there, at the back of your brain, urging you to buy a smart bottle of 
its portfolio partner. It is the ultimate vinous teamwork working in perfect harmony. 

Notes

2015 Cullen, Diana Madeleine, Margaret River, WA | 13% | £86
hedonism.co.uk, www.ozwines.co.uk

Cullen’s Cabernet is another heroic 2015. Made from 87% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% 
Merlot, 1% Cabernet Franc and 1% Petit Verdot this is a classic Cullen creation with 
meaty, earthy, savoury notes and fabulous depth of fruit. The oak is not normally 
very noticeable in Vanya Cullen’s wines but in this vintage is seems to want to be 
recognised as playing a vital role in this wine’s success. Added to the splendid oak 
is a running theme of iron stone under the cassis and bitter chocolate fruit. More 
backward and reserved than the 2014, this is a magnificently refined wine and it will 
live for a very long time. I cannot wait to put the great Margaret River ‘15s together 
in ten year’s time to conduct what will inevitably be one of the most fascinating taste 
offs imaginable. 2015 Cullen Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc / Semillon (£25, 13%, 
www.libertywines.co.uk) is formed of 74% Sauvignon Blanc and 26% Semillon. The 
Sauvignon sees new French oak for five months and this brings a leesy, prominent, 
lime juice and nut theme which courses through this wine’s veins. The pin sharp 
finish and searingly serious flavour is masochistically pleasing and it will require a 
few more years if you are not brave enough to take on this spine-tingling bitterness 
right now. I have long been a fan of East Block and in 2016 it has performed at 
the highest level. 2016 Mangan Vineyard East Block (13%, £35, www.libertywines.
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co.uk) is made from 51% Petit Verdot and 49% Malbec and it spends seven months 
in half new and half older French oak. As always, there is a lovely, mouth-watering, 
earthy energy in this wine and it has a dark, sooty, potting compost nose which I 
find enthralling. Bright acidity and controlled oak joust with the black fruit notes 
and purple tones and it will certainly provoke much discussion because it is a very 
unique style of Aussie red wine.

Notes

2014 Vasse Felix, Tom Cullity Cabernet Sauvignon / Malbec, Margaret 
River, WA | 14.5% | £97
www.frw.co.uk

The inaugural 2013 vintage of Tom Cullity was launched in the UK last September 
and I remember noting that ‘less is more’. This is not a massive, powerful wine but 
a complex and finely detailed creation, drawing on the best fruit imaginable from 
the Vasse Felix holdings. In 2014 this wine is even more refined and red-fruited 
with resonant fruit and cool minerality. It reminds me of a great Saint-Estèphe – 
not showy or overblown, but cut from massively intense mineral soils and bringing 
length and a sense of unhurried greatness to the fore as opposed to loud fruit and 
high tone oak. I would imagine that this vintage and its predecessor will be a fabu-
lous pair in years to come and judging by the calibre of the 2015 vintage I expect that 
a ’15 will be in the offing one day, too.

Notes

2014 Houghton, Jack Mann, Cabernet Sauvignon, Frankland River, WA 
| 14% | £80
www.harrods.com, www.cellarone.co.uk

Jack Mann worked at Houghton for 51 years and his name adorns the top red wine 
made from this historic estate. Coming from deeply mineral Frankland River soils 
and crammed to the gunwales with spice, leather, skin tannins and tobacco, this is a 
hugely impactful wine and it is going to shock you no matter how prepared you are 
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before you lift the glass. Coming from the Justin Vineyard, and utilising a 5% Malbec 
addition in the mix, the vines are over 40 years old and they suck up all of the power 
from their granitic terroir. Whenever I taste this wine I am reminded of the tremen-
dous vintages at Château Montrose, in Saint-Estèphe, not least because this wine, 
like Montrose, doesn’t court publicity by being ostentatious or grandiose. It focusses 
on its profound minerality and then lets time take care of the rest.

Notes

CABERNET SAUVIGNON/SHIRAZ – THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN RED

2016 Wolf Blass, Silver Label Shiraz / Cabernet / Malbec, SA | 14.5% | £10
www.tesco.com, www.adsa.com

Using fruit from both Langhorne Creek and McLaren Vale, this is a mightily reward-
ing wine and considering its price and also its recipe - 56% Shiraz, 38% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 6% Malbec and also 40% French and American oak – it is daylight 
robbery, and you are the master thief, when you exchange a wine of this calibre for a 
new, plastic tenner! 2016 is a great vintage and while this beauty is drinking perfectly 
already, there is more to come as it mellows over the next few years.

Notes

2016 Wirra Wirra, Church Block, Cabernet Sauvignon / Shiraz / Merlot, 
McLaren Vale, SA | 14.5% | £13.49
www.ocado.com, www.waitrose.com, www.tesco.com, www.thewinesociety.com 

There is a middle bracket of wines, between the High Street and the starting point 
of the premium labels which I call miracle-value-wines and Church Block is one 
of those. Very few epic estates make these wines in the greater wine world, but 
Australia understands their importance and comes up with a goodly number of 
stars. These stepping stone, miracle-value-wines are necessary because they give 
us a route from the High Street to the hero labels. I have described Church Block 
in the past and the essence of McLaren Vale. Its blend, 52% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
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37% Shiraz, 11% Merlot combined with 70% French and 30% American oak for 18 
months is a classic. This is always a reliably delicious wine, but in 2016 it is a particu-
larly plush and succulent Church Block. Polished, honed and glossy, the quality of 
fruit is clear to see and while it fulfils its brief to reward all-comers in this no man’s 
land price point dead zone, it does, in fact, over-deliver by a very large margin. 
I was delighted to be sent a very early press preview of 2017 The Absconder 
Grenache (£40, 14.5%, www.oxfordwine.co.uk). The Absconder is a basket-pressed, 
hand-plunged in open fermenters, 100-year-old Grenache, aged in French oak and 
dedicated to Wirra Wirra founder Robert Strangways Wigley. This fascinating and 
serially mischievous fellow ‘absconded’ not into the ‘wilderness’ from ‘civilisation’ but 
to McLaren Vale where he proceeded to make great wine. Calm, pretty and deeply 
perfumed on the nose, with no rough edges or unnecessary grunt on the palate, this 
is a Pinot Noir-shaped Grenache with undeniable beauty and joy at its core.

Notes

2014 Yalumba, The Signature Cabernet Sauvignon / Shiraz, Barossa, SA 
| 14% | £39
www.waitrose.com

This is the 56th vintage of The Signature and it is yet another monumental wine. 
More savoury than recent vintages, with dried herb notes and less exuberant fruit, 
this is a coiled spring of a TGAR blend and it is about to break out of the closed and 
firm sector of its trajectory and cruise into the fruit-driven stage. Smart and cultured, 
with none of the leaden-footed, dreary, weight so often associated with bigger red 
wines, this is a glorious red wine with style and panache. 2013 FDR1A Cabernet 
Sauvignon / Shiraz (£26, 13.5%, www.tastinghouse.co.uk) received a shout out last 
year, but it was early in its lifespan and the intervening twelve months have allowed 
it to build juices and velvetiness into its chassis. Once again, it is amazing that a 
wine made from such profound and lusty fruit can have such a superbly linear feel 
with cool, long tannins. I am always shocked when I glance at the price of this wine 
because, in the back of my mind, I bracket it with the ultra-premium labels. The fact 
that it is a mid-twenties-priced wine is simply flabbergasting. 2014 The Scribbler 
Cabernet Sauvignon / Shiraz (£16, 13.5%, TBC) is yet another TGAR blend from 
this market leading winery and it is even more keenly priced. I happen to think that 
it is the most profound Scribbler to date. There is a fair amount of tannin here for 
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a less expensive wine and this might warn off palates who expect it to be drinking 
smoothly, but I think that it is a classic short term ageing wine with a massive upside 
in flavour after only two years. The Scribbler should be an essential cornerstone of 
anyone who has wine storage in their property because there are very few wines in 
the world which cost this little and age this well. 

Notes

GRENACHE & FRIENDS 

2017 Tomfoolery, Young Blood Grenache, Barossa Valley, SA | 13.8% | 
£20
www.henningswine.co.uk, www.vineyardsofsherborne.co.uk, www.vagabondwines.co.uk 

I instinctively recoil when the expression ‘new wave’ is used about a wine brand 
but these things happen and while I only care about what happens in the glass 
I hope Tomfoolery is not lumped with less serious and more fanciful wine chanc-
ers because this brand has some very interesting wines in its stable. Young Blood 
Grenache is Pinot Noir-shaped, slippery, pale-hued and instantly and immensely 
attractive. It is spiked with peppercorn freshness and I imagine it will chill well, for 
spicy dishes as well as working wonders with elite charcuterie and rillettes. Using 
a clever 30% whole bunches to elevate the aromatics and add a freshness to the 
finish this wine is all about stepping back from influencing the flavour in any way 
which will change its natural course. There is a mild oak influence, too, which simply 
adds texture as opposed to wood notes. I love the stripped back feel of Young Blood 
and I urge you to track this wine down. It has a holistic appeal that will lift your spirits 
and also slake your thirst. 

Notes
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2017 St. John’s Road, The Resilient Grenache, Barossa Valley, SA | 15% 
| £15
www.henningswine.co.uk

I am kicking myself that I didn’t recognise the potential of this estate a few years 
ago when I first tasted the wines. This year I had another look and they jumped out 
of the glass at me and so I have two beautiful bottles for you to consider. Firstly, 
The Resilient, a wine which offers beguiling fruit, beautiful texture and a heavenly 
finish for a mere £15. Sourced from four vineyards located in the Barossa Valley - the 
Schutz family vineyard in Stonewell, the Hampel and Schiller sites in Ebenezer and 
Merv John’s property in Light Pass. The winemaking is extremely straightforward 
using open-top fermenters with a slice of fruit going through malolactic fermen-
tation in stainless steel tanks. Old French hogsheads caress the fruit for 6 months 
and it is ready to go. The reason why this wine is so successful and memorable is 
the layering of the impeccable sources of fruit. The nose is tremendous with rasp-
berry, rhubarb and red cherry tones in abundance. The palate is buoyant and racy 
and the finish is dry, raspy and keen. It is a brilliant wine. Moving up the scale to a 
knockout creation, 2016 Block 8 Shiraz, Resurrection Vineyard (£25, 13%, www.
henningswine.co.uk) is black in colour, deep, brooding and tarry. The fruit is intensely 
mulberry-stuffed and the flavour has awesome length. Block 8 sits in the highest 
sub-section of the Resurrection Vineyard, in Ebenezer, where the soils are at their 
shallowest and rockiest. Here, Maywald Selection Shiraz vines struggle away and 
this wine is the results of their graft. Once again, there is little winemaking to speak 
of because this fruit is so damned awesome it doesn’t need any help whatsoever. 
This is a wine that everyone must taste – it is as dramatic as it gets.

Notes

2017 Thistledown, Advance Release, Smart Vineyard Grenache, Claren-
don, McLaren Vale, SA | 14% | £30
www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk 

Aussie winemaker Peter Leske and two UK Masters of Wine, Giles Cooke and 
Fergal Tynan have clubbed together to set up Thistledown. Their shared passion 
for Grenache is the beating heart of the Thistledown brand and my featured, top 
end wine is a stunning call to arms. But before I talk about this wine, and seconds 
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prior to going to print with this Report I tasted a ten-pound Grenache that this team 
put together for Marks & Spencer, called 2017 Gorgeous Grenache. It is important 
to stress that this is not a 100 Best wine, but in order to underline just how serious 
these chaps are about this variety in South Australia, this wine, made from pretty, 
vibrant, juicy Riverland Grenache was sublime. So, now you can imagine that trading 
up to a single vineyard wine, made with the ultimate care and attention, is going to 
really impress the palate. With 30% whole bunch fruit, sixteen days on skins and 
maturation in 300l hogsheads, this wine is bottled with no fining or filtration and 
this means that this wine has nowhere to hide. Either the raw materials are superb 
or they are not. I am delighted to announce that this is yet another fiercely good 
Grenache in this year’s 100 Best line-up and this wine and others are the reason 
why there is a dedicated Grenache & Friends section, for the very first time, in this 
Report. 

Notes

2016 Willunga 100, The Tithing Grenache, McLaren Vale, SA | 14.5% | £23
www.libertywines.co.uk

Continuing my run of sensational Grenaches, this is another McLaren Vale wine 
but, this time, instead of leading with a red fruit theme, The Tithing is a few shades 
darker with a purple hue and a few blueberry and mulberry notes coming in to add 
complexity to the juicier red fruit notes. The oak is firm and controlling but it doesn’t 
step on the toes of the fruit and it adds a glamorous sheen to the wine. In addition, 
the flavour is longer than I have ever experienced in a Willunga 100 wine and this 
matches with their desire to ramp up the excellence of this brand. What I like most 
about this wine is its balance. Where other estates prefer to walk away and leave 
the wine to its own means, this enterprise likes to work hard, forensically analysing 
every step of production with a view to incremental improvement year on year. This 
mantra impresses me greatly.

Notes
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2014 d’Arenberg, The Ironstone Pressings, Grenache / Shiraz / Mour-
vèdre, McLaren Vale, SA | 14.5% | £32
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.uvinum.co.uk

2013 The Ironstone Pressings was a soaring success with over 2000 people on last 
year’s 100 Best Roadshow. Everyone I poured it for loved it and they took on board 
the importance of the ironstone in the soil and how this impacted on the density 
and power which makes this wine so statesmanlike. Fascinatingly, the 2014 vintage 
is even finer than the 2013 with less meaty tones and more fruit density. It is a more 
luxurious wine with a different flavour profile and I would put money on people liking 
it even more. The French oak component really suits this vintage, too, and whereas 
in 2013 it added leather and herb notes to the wine in 2014 there are coffee bean 
and char details which I adore.

Notes

2015 Sons of Eden, Kennedy Grenache / Shiraz / Mourvèdre, Barossa 
Valley, SA | 14.5% | £24
quaffwine.com, www.excellar.co.uk, wineutopia.co.uk, www.swig.co.uk, www.ozwines.
co.uk, www.grazeongrand.com, www.alexander-wines.co.uk

This is an incredible wine. I did something very unlike me when I first tasted it. I 
rushed to my office and sent a one sentence email to the UK importer telling him 
how much this wine had moved me. I never do that! Anyway, last year the 2014 
Kennedy made the 100 Best Report and I loved showing it on my Roadshow. The 
2015 vintage is even more expressive and more sensational and it builds on the 
venerable Grenache vines which dwell in the core of this wine. It is dark, rich and 
hedonistic and unlike the red-fruited Grenaches in this section this wine is black 
in the glass with viscosity and power. From the all-encompassing aroma, through 
the initial burst of flavour, onto the expansive mid-palate and finally relaxing into the 
sybaritic aftertaste Kennedy flings flavours at you thick and fast. I cannot think of 
any other GSMs in the world that offer such gloss, integrity and depth of fruit at this 
price. Kennedy is stellar in 2015.

Notes
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SHIRAZ & FRIENDS 

2016 Yering Station, Little Yering Shiraz, Yarra Valley, Vic | 14.6% | £15
finewineservices.co.uk, www.thefinewinecompany.co.uk, www.blasarfwyd.com 

Yering Station has already appeared in this Report with its Chardonnays and Pinot 
Noirs. But there are three more wines that you must track down this year and they 
are all made from Shiraz and Viognier. Little Yering Shiraz is a stunningly perfumed 
wine. For an entry level number, this bottle has an aroma that wines twice the price 
would do anything to possess. The alcohol level suggests that this is a weighty chap, 
but it is anything but. More akin to a Dolcetto or a Lagrein (both from Northern Italy) 
this wine is boldly fruited and yet it is slippery and fascinatingly juicy. There is 3% 
Viognier slipped in to lubricate this wine and everything about it is amazing. Climb 
the ladder a rung and 2016 Estate Shiraz / Viognier (£25, 13.5%, planetofthegrapes.
co.uk) adds even more spice, depth and earthiness. It is full, fleshy, peppery and 
blackberry-drenched and it will romance your senses with its haunting aromatics 
and sultry, summer pudding flavours. Head to the top of the class and you will find 
a very special wine indeed. 2016 Reserve Shiraz / Viognier (£66, 13.5%, www.frw.
co.uk) is the most profound and intellectually stimulating red wine I can remember 
tasting from Yering Station. My tasting note read that it is exactly the same shape as 
a serious quality Morey-Saint-Denis but, of course, the flavour is that of a super-cu-
vée Côte-Rôtie who had been to a Swiss finishing school and been fitted out by a 
Savile Row tailor. Mind-expandingly serious, this is near perfect trio of wines from 
the heart of the Yarra, all based around the Syrah grape. I always said the Yarra was 
the Rhône and not Burgundy! 

Notes

2015 Payten & Jones, Major Kong Syrah, Yarra Valley, Vic | 14% | £31
www.alexander-wines.co.uk, www.excellar.co.uk, www.oxfordwine.co.uk

They’re back and they are toting a devastating Syrah and an eye-popping Sangiovese 
this year! Behn Payten and Troy Jones make wines that fire up the imagination at 
the same time as tweaking our taste buds and while Major Kong is a cuddly chimp 
as opposed to a rampaging silverback in 2015 VVYVS is as holistic and sensual as 
a ten-year retreat in Meteora. 2015 Major Kong is a succulent wine with a freshness 
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and timbre that sets it aside from even the most evocative of Victorian Syrahs. The 
nose is neither peppery nor meaty but wonderfully foresty and autumnal with berry 
fruit and dried herb details. As Behn and Troy point out, their wines are best drunk 
from a decanter. I would agree because it is the infinitesimal details here which make 
this wine so entrancing. 2015 Valley Vignerons Yarra Valley Sangiovese (£23, 
13.5%, www.connollyswine.co.uk, www.thesecretcellar.co.uk, www.thewinereserve.co.uk, 
www.excellar.co.uk, www.alexander-wines.co.uk) is a funny little number with bitterness 
stitched into its sleeve and this brings levity and crunch to this cranberry and sloe-
kissed wine. The fruit is persuasive and pliant and it retains lift and momentum 
across the palate and this makes it a joy to unravel. Lighter and more expressive 
than most Tuscan counterparts this is a Pinot-shaped Sangio which will titillate and 
amuse all who come under its spell.

Notes

2016 Mac Forbes, Healesville Syrah, Yarra Valley, Vic | 13% | £40
www.bottleapostle.com, www.stonevine.co.uk 

I tasted this flawless wine after a flight of Mac’s Rieslings and Pinots and it was a 
revelation. With luxurious fruit and lashings of earth this tremendously expressive 
Syrah was destemmed halfway through fermentation and this technique has taken 
the best traits of the stems and then allowed the fruit to billow unfettered until the 
moment of bottling. Bristling with energy and yet light and fragrant to the touch this 
is a bewitching wine and one which will be sure to make a lasting impression on 
your Syrah receptors. One final point – I have no idea how this wine will age but one 
thing is certain, it is drinking perfectly already, so why hang about? 

Notes
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2016 Berton Vineyards, Reserve Limited Gundagai Shiraz, New South 
Wales | 14.7% | £19
TBC

Bob Berton showed a trio of sub-regional Shirazes, from a group of six which he 
made, earlier this year in London and it was a tremendous exercise. Heathcote, 
Coonawarra and Gundagai were the regions he picked and they all looked very 
accurate and distinctive. My favourite was the Gundagai and while Bob sells these 
in his cellar door only, he has agreed to ship over a few cases for those merchants 
who want to stick up their hands. We don’t see many Gundagai Shirazes in the UK 
so this is a superb chance to taste this remarkable wine. Bounded on the northeast 
by Hilltops, the east by Canberra District and the south by Tumbarumba, Gundagai 
is high country and the fruit is tight, dark, spicy and juicy and I always sense a 
mouth-watering, black olive tang in the background of the flavour. Spot on in every 
department this is another expression of Australian Shiraz to add to the already 
diverse flavour palette.

Notes

2016 Mount Langi Ghiran, Cliff Edge Shiraz, Grampians, Vic | 13.8% | £20
www.tivoliwines.co.uk, finewineservices.co.uk, www.exelwines.co.uk

There was no Blue Label made in 2016 on account of hail and so the fruit that would 
have gone into Blue Label and Mast has found its way into this very wine. While it is 
tragic that this has happened I must look to the extraordinary luck that has befallen 
Cliff Edge in this vintage. The presence in the glass is tremendous and the perfume 
and flavour make this a wine which, in value for money terms, works on a different 
plane! In 2017 Mount Langi is planning to bring in a wine called Talus to the range 
and it will sit above Cliff Edge and below Blue Label and Mast. I would guess that if 
hail hits in the future any declassified fruit from Blue Label and Mast would go into 
Talus and not make its way down to Cliff Edge, so there is a very strong chance that 
this 2016 vintage is the finest Cliff Edge ever to be made at this legendary estate. The 
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spice, flesh and length are all classic Langi and it is sure to live for a decade such is 
its energy and potential.

Notes

2016 A .T. Richardson, Chockstone, Shiraz, Grampians, Vic | 14.5% | £20
www.thegeneralwine.co.uk

This wine was sent to me as an unsolicited sample and, as so often happens with 
my other wine writing work, great wines can arrive on my tasting bench when one 
is least expecting it! With a thrilling perfume and a core of mineral-soaked fruit 
this is a bitter, dense, granite-themed wine with coffee, rose petal, blackberry and 
cracked pepper all crowding the nose. Youthful and combative it really needs a few 
more months to calm down, but I decanted it and tasted it over three consecutive 
days and the palate and scent both grew and grew before my senses. The price 
is exciting, too, because elite Victorian Shiraz always commands top dollar prices 
and Adam Richardson, thankfully, seems to have adopted a policy of meeting and 
greeting as many keen Aussie wine drinkers as possible by keeping this wine at an 
affordable price. I applaud this decision and I take my hat off to this striking wine. 

Notes

2014 Domaine Tournon, Lady’s Lane Shiraz, Heathcote, Vic | 14.5% | £32
www.morrishandbanham.com 

Michel Chapoutier loves Australia and he is particularly passionate about the red 
Cambrian soils of Heathcote. This expressive wine draws on all of the elemental 
power of this terroir and then Michel and his team do little to alter these sensational 
flavours during the winemaking process. Fermentation takes place in concrete tanks 
and ageing is in French oak barrels with only 10-15% of new oak in the mix. It is the 
gentle extraction of fruit and spice which makes this wine so unique. Chapoutier’s 
wines always shine in the glass and Lady’s Lane is no exception. Drinking beautifully 
already and showing the best of its chosen region, if you would like to know why 
this famous Frenchman hangs out in Australia as opposed to California this recent 
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quote, which I noted down at one of his masterclasses, will help. ‘I love Australia 
more than California because in order to make great wine you have to grow great 
grapes. Californians are winemakers whereas Australians are winegrowers’. Michel 
Chapoutier 17th April 2018. Chapeau!

Notes

2016 Domaine Naturaliste by Bruce Dukes, Rachis Syrah, Margaret 
River, WA | 13.8% | £24
www.henningswine.co.uk, www.vineyardsofsherborne.co.uk 

This is a landmark Syrah for me because I have never found a Margaret River wine, 
made with this grape, that I actually felt like raving about. Rachis, meaning stems, is 
an actively spicy wine which uses 33% whole bunches in its production. It is utterly 
mesmerising on the nose with seaweed and iodine notes throughout and the palate 
is cool, sanguine and epically balanced. I gave this wine a cricket score in my notes 
and have been lucky enough to taste it on many occasions and it just keeps getting 
better and better. There is no other wine in Australia that tastes like this one and 
Bruce Dukes teases out every last molecule of goodness from its skins and this is 
the key to its success. 

Notes

2014 Paringa Estate, Estate Shiraz, Mornington Peninsula, Vic | 13.5% | 
£42
greatwinesdirect.co.uk, www.strictlywine.co.uk

I have always said that winemaker Lindsay McCall makes Syrah with Pinot hands 
and Pinot with Syrah hands. It is extremely telling that buried in the core of my 
notes for this extraordinary wine I wrote, ‘it is like planting Hermitage vines in Cham-
bolle-Musigny’. I think that this says it all. This is an expression of Shiraz like nowhere 
else on earth and Lindsay is the ultimate technician when it comes to building 
mesmerising texture into his wines. When wines can cost the earth and deliver little 
more than pomposity and braggadocio it is such a wakeup call to taste a wine like 
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this and calculate that it costs less than a shameful, poorly-produced, big brand 
Champagne. I have spent fifteen years trying to open peoples’ eyes to the vinous 
robberies that occur every day in our world while at the same time alerting folk to 
wines as life-changing as this one. 

Notes

2016 Ministry of Clouds, Shiraz, McLaren Vale, SA | 13.9% | £22
www.theknottedvine.com, www.vincognito.co.uk, www.winetastingco.com, www.
nobleandwild.com, thesalusburywinestore.com

There is something rather quaint about a McLaren Vale Shiraz that ducks under the 
14% alcohol mark so deftly. This is a densely fruited but fresh-finishing wine and it 
speaks clearly about its vineyard composition because the fruit which collaborates to 
make this notable wine comes from two very different vineyards. The first is a famed 
74-year-old, dry grown, sandy plot in Blewitt Springs and the second is a younger 
more virile and perfumed site from the shallow old rocks of MoC’s own Seaview site. 
I like buddy-buddy Shiraz where two partners work in perfect harmony, pulling and 
pushing the palate with equal and opposite skills. I will be following this wine closely 
because it offers stellar value for money and it is made with great care and passion.

Notes

2015 S .C. Pannell, Field St Shiraz, McLaren Vale, SA | 14% | £20
www.inathome.co.uk, www.ozwines.co.uk

It’s rather refreshing to see a special wine from the great Steve Pannell which hits 
the twenty-pound mark so accurately and which also sums up the classical charac-
ter of McLaren Vale Shiraz so succinctly. Intellectually satisfying with honest, earthy 
fruit propped up by eleven months spent in 2800l French oak vats, of which 30% 
were new oak, the grip and punch in this unfussy wine is genuinely rewarding. 
Having made wine at the highest possible level for all of his life Steve is now having 
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fun and, I suspect that Field St is a gift to everyone who has followed him and his 
wines for so long. You must check out the label, too – it is a beauty.

Notes

2014 Mitolo, Marsican Shiraz, McLaren Vale, SA | 14% | £188
hedonism.co.uk

On the 19th September 2016, I received a phone call from Frank Mitolo asking me 
if we could meet up for a chat. I was about to host my annual The Great Australian 
Red competition, in Adelaide, with my Aussie wine scribe pal Tyson Stelzer so we 
both went to meet Frank and he had with him his winemaking guru Ben Glaetzer. 
There was a ‘cleanskin’ bottle waiting for us on the table when we walked into the 
famous Apothecary Wine Bar (I photographed this nude bottle and posted it on 
Instagram that day as well as photographing it again on 12 June 2017 when the 
stunning label design was realised). This was the first ever pre-release tasting of 
Marsican – Mitolo’s secret Shiraz project. The Marsican brown bear (Ursus arctos 
marsicanus) is an endangered species which lives in the Abruzzo National Park and 
the surrounding regions in Italy. Frank’s Italian heritage coupled with the size, scale 
and attitude of this wine meant that its name made perfect sense. Made from an 
elite barrel selection of his greatest Shirazes of the vintage, and matured in 100% 
French oak, this is a mighty wine and it is in some ways related to Frank’s Savitar 
Shiraz, which was until now his top wine of this grape variety. The main difference is 
in the detail and the sheer level of complexity. At 14% alcohol, it is not a head-banger. 
It is, however, infinitesimally layered with black fruit, cocoa, liquorice, Partagas Serie 
D No.4 smoke and black olives and this makes it a frighteningly indulgent wine. 
Frank and Ben have set out to make an iconic McLaren Vale Shiraz – they have 
achieved this aim at their first attempt. 100 Best would not be the same without an 
appearance of our favourite jester. In the 2015 vintage the Cabernet got the nod over 
the Shiraz and so 2015 Jester Cabernet Sauvignon (£15, 14.5%, www.nickollsand-
perks.co.uk, www.nywines.co.uk, www.ozwines.co.uk) is included in this year’s pantheon 
of stars. Using the tried and tested appassimento (a technique which uses partially 
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dried grapes to focus fruit intensity and add depth of flavour), this is a deliciously 
juicy wine with soaring cassis and swooping purple ink notes. Its price remains 
unchanged at fifteen pounds – I have no idea how they do it!

Notes

2013 Henschke, Mount Edelstone Vineyard, Eden Valley, SA | 14.5% | 
£115
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.biwine.com, www.frw.co.uk, jeroboams.co.uk

Made from 101-year-old Eden Valley Shiraz vines, and coming from a biodynamically 
and organically farmed block this is a phenomenal vintage of Mount Edelstone and 
it gains a huge 19/20 score in my notes. Henschke decided to release the 2012 and 
then the 2014 and then they went back to 2013 because it is blockier and more 
concentrated than the other two vintages. Heroic and with epic tannins this wine is 
an instant classic and it has tracked the style of the 2013 vintage perfectly. The nose 
is sensational with layers and layers of black fruit and liquorice spice. Serious and 
incredibly long and heroic I am hard pressed to think of a more exciting and impos-
ing Mount Edelstone and this is why it is my headline Henschke wine this year. It is 
very kind of 2012 Hill of Grace Vineyard (£450, 14.5%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, 
www.farrvintners.com) to defer to its family member this year particularly as gave this 
wine a perfect 20/20 score. This is a controlled and very fine Hill of Grace, without a 
single molecule out of place. A profound wine with incredibly long fruit and amazing 
style and grace, it is a slightly brighter-fruited and more harmonious wine than the 
staggering 2010 vintage (19.9/20 in my notes) and this is on account of the perfumed 
nose and buoyant burst of fruit on the tongue. A mild vintage, with pristinely clean 
fruit at harvest time, you can taste exactly how happy the vines were in 2012 and this 
is why HoG is such a work of art. A monastic calm sits over a very powerful core 
and the result is a genuinely heroic wine. 2012 is the 55th vintage of Hill of Grace 
and it is yet another reminder of how awesome this vineyard is. 2015 Tappa Pass 
Shiraz Vineyard Selection (£38, 14.5%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.qwines.
co.uk) is a lovely addition to 100 Best and it makes its debut appearance this year. It 
is a very clever wine because it captures multiple traits from the Henschke template 
and weaves them together into an eminently affordable label. Rich, velvety fruit, 
chocolate tones and lovely depth of flavour all work seamlessly together to give us 
a genuinely mini-Icon Shiraz wine. I urge you to taste Tappa Pass because I think 
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that it will enable a lot of people to experience Henschke’s magical winemaking for 
the first time. 

Notes

2015 Wakefield, St Andrews Shiraz, Clare Valley, SA | 14.3% | £34
www.ndjohn.co.uk, www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.ozwines.co.uk, wineduphere.
co.uk

Winemaker Andrew Eggins giggled when he told me a story about sending a few 
of his wines over to a wine competition in Argentina. ‘We bombed the wine show 
with our wines!’ He scooped Golds and Trophies with every wine and it apparently 
left the wine show dazed and confused! Hilarious. This was one of the wines that 
romped home and I am not remotely surprised because it is sensational. Andrew 
fits more oak than is thought possible into this wine and the fruit just gobbles it up. 
Barrel fermentation protects his elite Shiraz fruit, allowing it to maintain its fresh-
ness, and grip and it is apparently something to do with a ketone lactone anthocy-
anin bridge, which is way beyond my understanding, but whatever this means it is 
working a treat in the Wakefield wines. Incredibly indulgent and with a sumptuous 
texture and decadent finish, there is something going on at Wakefield which makes 
these wines seriously attractive and I have to say that it is probably Adam! 2016 
Jaraman Shiraz, Clare Valley / McLaren Vale (£18, 14.9%, www.farehamwinecel-
lar.co.uk, www.sandhamswine.co.uk, haywoodwines.co.uk, www.henningswine.co.uk, www.
ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.justincases.co.uk, www.ozwines.co.uk) is a wine that 
tastes like every grape was dipped in chocolate while on the vine! This is the third 
Jaraman cuvée to make this Report and the careful blending of earthy, spicy, tannin-
dusted Clare Valley Shiraz and glossy, berry-stuffed, refreshingly energetic McLaren 
Vale Shiraz is so well judged it is incredible. The value that this label brings to the 
table, for a prestige wine flavour, is also truly impressive. 

Notes
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2013 Jim Barry, The Armagh Shiraz, Clare Valley, SA | 14% | £186
www.bbr.com

2013 Armagh is a wine which looked very grumpy and closed when I first tasted it 
two and a half years ago. I remember thinking it would be locked up and uncom-
municative for a decade, but something remarkable has happened and it has blos-
somed immeasurably in the interim period and it is now sheer joy in a glass. The 
Armagh is always a colossal wine with an immense aura but I detect polish and 
complexity here which usually comes to the fore after a good few years spent slum-
bering in a cellar. Smooth and extremely long, this is a honed, gentlemanly, stagger-
ingly serene The Armagh and I cannot wait to see what happens in the near future. 
Just how much transformation is going to happen here? I have a feeling I am going 
to need a lot of bottles to monitor this wine very closely indeed – this is my excuse 
and I am sticking to it! 

Notes

2016 Teusner, Riebke Shiraz, Barossa Valley, SA | 14.5% | £20
www.corkingwines.co.uk

Bang – ’16 Riebke explodes out of the glass with as much gusto and impact as 
possible. Soaked in the shiniest mulberry and plum notes in town and dusted with 
oodles of Barossa spice, this is a delicious wine and it is already on the front foot in 
spite of its youth. The sixth generation Riebke family grow some of the most intensely 
flavoured Shiraz in the Valley and this wine is named after them. From a mono-va-
rietal to a stunning threesome, 2017 Joshua, Grenache / Mataro / Shiraz (£23, 
14.5%, www.corkingwines.co.uk) is a stripped down wine with little oak adornment 
and this allows the spectacular Grenache to show off its Olympic aromatics. Mataro 
brings depth, not least because it comes from 100-year-old vines and Shiraz adds 
spice, but this is a Grenache-show and it is creamy, rhubarby and cherry-imbued 
and it is one of the most famous tri-varietal reds in Australia.

Notes
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2016 Turkey Flat, Butchers Block Shiraz, Barossa Valley, SA | 14% | £19
TBC

Shortly after I visited Turkey Flat last October they won the Jimmy Watson award for 
their 2016 Grenache. TF is a regular in 100 Best and this is in no small part thanks 
so the wines made from Grenache which appear in their portfolio and there is 
one below but this year it is a Shiraz which grabs the headline spot and it is a star. 
Make a note in your diary because this wine lands in the UK on the 18th June and 
I cannot wait. Butchers Block Shiraz is a new wine in the Turkey Flat line-up and it 
is destined to be a star. Refreshing, bright and glowing with black cherry and plum 
fruit, this is a crunchy wine with nice energy and lift on the palate. It marks the final 
shift into a new phase at Turkey Flat and this modern outlook and move towards 
fruit integrity, freshness and definition will set them up for a very successful future. 
Our old favourite 2016 Butchers Block Red (£15, 14%, www.ampswinemerchants.
co.uk, www.corksout.com, www.hailshamcellars.com) is the classic blend at Turkey Flat 
and in 2016 it is made up of 49% Shiraz, 38% Grenache and 13% Mataro. With less 
grunt and rusticity than the hearty 2015, this is a more elegant and balanced blend 
which shows succulence and breeding and both wines do this for less than £20 
– remarkable. 

Notes

2015 St Hallett, Blackwell Shiraz, Barossa Valley, SA | 14.5% | £28
www.hailshamcellars.com, noblegrape.co.uk, www.cellarone.co.uk

St Hallett returns to the UK with a black well of Shiraz called Blackwell named 
after Stuart Blackwell, winemaker at St Hallett since 1972, and it is a triumph. This 
wine is all about the quality and integrity of its fruit and how the juiciness of the 
grapes, which are sourced from Ebenezer, Greenock and Seppeltsfield, is perfectly 
blended and then seasoned with sweet, coconut-kissed American oak. Seamless, 
debauched, extravagant and ever so enjoyable, this is a fabulously glossy Blackwell 
and it will make fans of this winery, who have not been able to find the wines on the 
shelves of late, very happy indeed.

Notes
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2015 Kaesler, Old Vine Shiraz, Barossa Valley, SA | 15% | £37
www.bakersandlarners.co.uk, www.mrandmrsfinewine.co.uk, www.thevineking.com, www.
butlers-winecellar.co.uk, www.thegoodspiritsco.com, planetofthegrapes.co.uk, quaffwine.
com, salut.co.uk, thewhalleywineshop.wordpress.com

Kaesler’s first foray in 100 Best brings two barnstorming wines to your attention. Old 
Vine Shiraz is made from 65 and 45-year-old vines and it sees 14 months in one 
third French oak barrels. It is a classically ripe and chocolaty wine with an opaque 
colour and an unnerving intensity on first inspection. What I like about this goliath 
brew is that it still retains aromatic complexity and definition in spite of being built 
out of tectonic plates of flavour. 2015 Alte Reben Shiraz (£73, 14.5%, www.woodwin-
ters.com) is, as the name suggests, made from old vines, too, but this time a vineyard 
planted in 1899, in Marananga, is the source of this insanely delicious fruit. Only 500 
cases were made and what I admire about this wine is that even though the fruit is 
massive and drenched in perfume the oak regime, which is 35% new French for 16 
months, is entirely respectful of this historic bounty.

Notes

2015 Charles Melton, Grains of Paradise Shiraz, Barossa Valley, SA | 
14.5% | £50
www.libertywines.co.uk

I have always tended to lean towards Charlie’s Nine Popes red blend rather than his 
Shiraz creations but as every year passes I become more and more fascinated with 
Grains of Paradise. In 2015, GoP has managed to capture all of the heady, Barossan 
perfumes and flavours and package them perfectly in this wine. It is not as heavy 
nor is it as dense as some, but there is impactful fruit-depth here and because it is 
not too overbearing it is possible to see the lovely, dry spice, dusty earth and bloody, 
butcher’s shop nuances. Powerful, nostalgic and filled to the brim with class and 
respect for its surroundings this is a wine which reflects its maker and I think that 
Charlie would be very proud of this vintage.

Notes
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2014 Yalumba, The Octavius Old Vine Shiraz, Barossa, SA | 14% | £65
www.henningswine.co.uk

I have been lucky enough to taste this wine a few times and it never fails to take my 
breath away. Very intense and very dense, this is a supremely focussed wine and it 
possesses more framework than many other 2014s but this is offset by a really long 
and staggeringly controlled flavour. The oak and the tannins are what makes this 
wine so impressive because they prop up the epic fruit and hold it aloft for us to 
savour. The awesome nose leads to the regal fruit and you can spot a sweet core, set 
right in the centre of the flavour, which is the battery pack for this wine to age for an 
eternity. Spellbinding in every way, this is my favourite The Octavius of all time and it 
gained a weighty 19/20 in my notes. 

Notes

2016 Ben Glaetzer, AMON-Ra Unfiltered Shiraz, Barossa Valley, SA | 
15.5% | £60
www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.selfridges.com

This is a wine of outstanding refinement. Ben readily admits that the early vintages of 
Amon-Ra were supposed to shock international wine commentators with their scale 
and impact. They certainly achieved their aim, but he also knew that Amon-Ra really 
needed ratcheting back and this vintage shows the results of his gradual finessing 
and adding of detail. Cooler and longer with beautiful balance, this is a wine which 
will be sure to impress all-comers as opposed to just lovers of massive Barossan 
reds. Using 95% new French and 5% new American oak hogsheads this wine has 
swallowed this carpentry whole and it shimmers with refinement in the glass. It 
justifiably gains my highest ever score (19/20) for this label. You will not be able taste 
the next wine for another two years, but I am taking this opportunity to mention 
is so you can start getting excited. Last October, Ben showed me an unlabelled 
wine which completely floored me. I have been given permission by him to share 
my thoughts on 2016 The Eye of Ra, a 100% Shiraz from Ebenezer which has been 
matured in 100% new French oak. This wine is made from the finest parcel of fruit 
that Ben has ever seen in his vineyard. Outstanding aromatics lead the way and the 
palate is nothing short of spellbinding. The finish has epic freshness and the tannins 
are like nothing I have encountered before from the Glaetzer portfolio. The Eye of Ra 
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is all about power countered with impeccable restraint and I can still recall all of its 
flavours many months later. It is one of a number of wines that I have seen over the 
last twelve months which signal a new and fascinating epoch for Barossa Shiraz. 
I followed this wine over three hours that evening and it never stopped evolving in 
the glass. This celestial wine made a huge impression on me and it is hard for me to 
see how this wine can be bettered and so I was overjoyed to give it a perfect 20/20 
score. Another amazing 2016 Shiraz, which you can buy right now, is 2016 Bishop 
Shiraz (£25, 15%, www.greatwesternwine.co.uk, www.selfridges.com, jeroboams.co.uk). 
Bishop is Ben’s everyday Shiraz and it packs a meaningful punch. Drawing on many 
of the flavours which I find in the aforementioned superstar cuvées, Bishop is simply 
a more forward and genial creation designed to get into its stride with little fuss and 
no delay. What makes 2016 Bishop a little different to previous vintages is the year 
itself – jaw-dropping in terms of class and refinement. For this reason, I am happy to 
suggest that 2016 Bishop is possibly a finer and more balanced wine than some of 
the early AMON-Ra wines and you can only achieve this if you keep pushing every 
single year to make better and better wines. Finally, the limited production TGAR 
blend which I have a very soft spot for - 2016 Anaperenna (£44, 15%, www.great-
westernwine.co.uk). Made from a blend of 84% Shiraz and 16% Cabernet Sauvignon 
this is a mighty wine and one which takes the classic Glaetzer Shiraz design and 
punctures it with bright, bold, angular Cabernet. The results are tremendous and I 
am certain that this vintage will be another classic for this incredible label judging 
by the length and persistence on the palate.

Notes

2015 First Drop, The Cream, Barossa Valley, SA | 15% | £75
www.southdownscellars.co.uk, www.thesampler.co.uk

I always look forward each year to tasting the Fat of the Land single parish wines 
and also their blended team effort, The Cream. Until this year, I have found the three 
parish wines to be more involving and fascinating than The Cream, which, by defini-
tion, blurs the flavour boundaries. In 2015 The Cream has achieved its aim – to make 
1+1+1=4. Made from a blend of 35% Ebenezer, 35% Greenock and 30% Seppeltsfield 
Shiraz and then aged for 20 months in 32% new French oak hogsheads and 12% new 
American oak barriques this is a Titan of a wine. If Greenock brings plum, rhubarb 
and herb notes underpinned by earth, 2015 Fat of the Land Seppeltsfield Shiraz 
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(£55, 15%, www.thesampler.co.uk, www.harveynichols.com), itself a stunning cuvée, 
brings dark luxurious spice and profound black fruit and 2015 Fat of the Land 
Ebenezer Shiraz (£55, 15%, www.southdownscellars.co.uk, www.villeneuvewines.com, 
www.harveynichols.com) shows subtlety, juiciness and fabulous length and control, 
it is possible to see that by combining these constituent elements in the correct 
proportions, none of the wines should tread on each other’s toes. The Cream has 
managed to get the three players to agree to stick to the rules of engagement and 
I think that this entente cordiale will last. There is already considerable harmony in 
The Cream and you will be able to detect my descriptors and many more besides. I 
am thrilled to report that in 2015, The Cream really is the cream of the crop.

Notes

2014 Penfolds, St Henri Shiraz, SA | 14.5% | £95
www.farrvintners.com, www.laithwaites.co.uk, www.bbr.com, www.cadmanfinewines.
co.uk, www.harrods.com, www.frazierswine.co.uk

Penfolds has enjoyed a bumper harvest in this Report and the fact that these wines 
cross into four different vintages shows just how consistently reliable this iconic 
company is. 2014 St Henri is heroic at the same time as being monastically calm. 
A stunningly balanced and mellow wine it is already velvety-smooth with delightful 
freshness in its core. The powerful, structural elements sit in the background while 
the serene fruit is pushed forward, holding court. There is 4% Cabernet Sauvignon 
hidden in the dark depths of this wine and I like to think that it is responsible for 
lengthening the finish and allowing to end with a flourish. 2015 Bin 28 Kalimna 
Shiraz (£31, 14.5%, www.farrvintners.com, www.bbr.com, www.cadmanfinewines.co.uk, 
www.harrods.com, www.frazierswine.co.uk) takes the majority of its juicy fruit from the 
McLaren Vale region in 2015 and this gives it a more pliable and tender character 
than in previous years. This is a lovely, juicy, smooth and detailed wine which flirts 
with a more hedonistic and moreish side of the Kalimna recipe. It certainly looks 
like a big step up is part of the plan each year with Bin 28 and this intent is clear 
to taste. Sexy, plump and pliant and more forward than expected, this is a finer 
and more polished wine than the 2014 and I like it very much indeed. 2015 Magill 
Estate Shiraz (£135, 14.5%, www.bbr.com, www.cadmanfinewines.co.uk, www.harrods.
com, www.frazierswine.co.uk, www.thewinesociety.com) is a mulberry-themed wine and 
this means it is more red-hued and flavoured (as opposed to black) than I can 
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remember and it is enchanting. Tangy and spicy with 100% new oak, of which 70% 
was French and 30% was American, this is a fascinating wine with serious charac-
ter and pizzazz. Brunello-like, in terms of vibrancy and tang, with spice and red fruit 
coming at the palate from all angles, the acidity is mouth-watering and the nose is 
very serious, too. Half of the vineyard was grubbed up, so grab this while it is avail-
able, because the stocks will be severely dented for the next decade or so! 2013 
Bin 95 Grange (£575, 14.5%, www.cadmanfinewines.co.uk, www.harrods.com, www.
millesima.co.uk) is more discreet than I can remember with an elemental, deep, dark 
core and power that is enthralling. The Grange message is delivered in a measured 
and calm manner but there is serious spice here, too, and the oak is very evident at 
the moment. 2013 is an expressive vintage with youth the only thing that is holding 
it back and it will evolve for three or four decades with ease. Just shy of a perfect 
score, this is a great wine but you will have to be a young person if you hope to 
be able to drink it at its peak! 2015 Max’s Shiraz (£20, 14.5%, www.waitrose.com) 
is Penfolds’ attempt at making an everyday wine and I have to admit that I was a 
little disappointed by both the 2013 and 2014 vintages. Max Schubert was a legend 
and I can’t help but thinking that the creator of Grange would have felt a little glum 
about his name appearing on these two wines, too. Thank goodness the ’15 vintage 
has come along because it is a huge step up regarding the calibre of fruit and the 
complexity it displays on the palate. Have a go – I am sure you will like the ride. 
Finally, I cannot ignore the show-stopping value afforded by the latest release of 
2016 Koonunga Hill Shiraz / Cabernet (£10, 14.5%, www.tesco.com, www.asda.com, 
www.ocado.com, www.sainsburys.co.uk). This is a high spec, low cost red made from 
my beloved TGAR blend and if you need an emergency red or are catering for the 
masses, this is 100 Best quality and it is only a tenner!

Notes

2015 Torbreck, The Factor, Barossa Valley, SA | 15% | £120
www.bbr.com

This is one of a number of wines in this Report which scores a hefty 19/20 in my 
notes. I have no doubt that this is one of the most awesome Factors ever released 
and I have a feeling that we will see even more progress made by The Factor in 
years to come. This is such a complex and rewarding wine it is shocking. The heady, 
garrigue perfume and calibre of oak involved is off the charts. Layer upon layer 
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of decadent spice and toast coat the palate and these savoury, mouth-watering 
flavours are enrobed in luxurious red and black fruit. This wine marks a conscious 
move towards Torbreck reds being assembled with more tension and control, too, 
and so unlike the monolithic wines of the past I think that we are seeing the evolu-
tion period for this iconic Barossa brand that will bring in class and distinction to the 
already imposing structure of these legendary red wines. 2016 Cuvée Juveniles 
(£20, 15%, www.fortnumandmason.com, www.hailshamcellars.com, www.justincases.co.uk) 
is a 75% Grenache, 18% Mourvèdre and 7% Shiraz blend and it is more profound 
and more Grenache-dominant than any other Juves I can remember. There is earth, 
soot, black olive and spice in abundance here and it is darker and less juicy than 
ever but in spite of this, it is also eminently approachable with fine tannins and no 
oak to confuse the picture. In short, this is a simply stunning wine and at £20 it 
weighs in with a sturdy 18/20 in my notes! Next up, 2016 The Steading (£30, 15%, 
www.farehamwinecellar.co.uk, www.hailshamcellars.com) which is a perennial favourite 
of mine and it is made from Grenache, Mataro and Shiraz. As I write this note is 
occurs that this is yet another Grenache-based wine which lurks in a write up and 
which could easily headline in the Grenache & Friends chapter of this Report. 2016 
The Steading is a cosmic wine with an aroma that differs from any wine made with 
this label in the past. It is darker, more clandestine, edgier and more powerful and 
it shows that earth, pepper and dry spice can bring more exoticism and attitude 
to The Steading while still managing to keep to the recipe. I tasted 2015 RunRig 
(£200, 15%, www.bbr.com) shortly after it was bottled and it looked incredible. Totally 
alive and exquisitely wild, with vibrancy and lift propelling this wine forwards, it is an 
awesome RunRig. Red fruit fleetingly appears in among the black and the tannins 
are heroic. Superstar winemaker Ian Hongell reported that it was one of the most 
complex blending exercises that he has ever done. The oak is amazing and the 
power is perfectly controlled and measured. It is not as powerful or as raucous as 
previous vintages and this level of restraint is further enhanced by the vibrancy and 
completeness found throughout the experience. The tannin profile alone is terrific. 
This is a landmark wine for Torbreck and like the others in this piece, it shows a 
glimpse of the next chapter for this imperious winery. Needless to say it gained a 
nosebleed 19.5/20 in my notes.

Notes
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2015 Hentley Farm, Clos Otto, Barossa Valley, SA | 15% | £140
www.harrods.com, thevinorium.co.uk

Clos Otto takes its Shiraz from the same hill as another Hentley Farm wine called The 
Beast. Clos Otto sits on a different soil type – hard clay underneath a red loam as 
opposed to limestone and this engenders more spice and more intensity of flavour 
in this wine. It is a powerful and structured wine but it is no beast. This is a finer 
and more succulent and more rousing wine and it is encouraging to see that the 
top wine in this farm’s portfolio is not the biggest and broadest, but the longest and 
most intricately assembled. Employing 65% new French oak this is a more sump-
tuous style with epic perfume and a minute’s long finish. 2015 H-Block Shiraz 
/ Cabernet (£130, 15%, www.harrods.com, thevinorium.co.uk) comes from a parcel 
of Cabernet which makes another wine called von Kasper. 70% H-Block Shiraz is 
added to 30% of the Cabernet and this wine comes alive. Both vineyards are planted 
east / west and while the Shiraz is meaty and earthy it gains breeding and class 
from our old friend von Kasper. This wine is matured in 60% new French oak for 
22 months. Closed and stunningly dense and dark, there is black olive and dark 
chocolate here and it is also more muscular and brooding than any other wine in 
the collection. I have no doubt that, given ten years, it will be a stunner. Finally, 2015 
The Creation Shiraz (£130, 15%, www.harrods.com, thevinorium.co.uk) is a wine made 
from a unique parcel each year. In 2015, it is 100% Shiraz from winemaker Andrew 
Quin’s own vineyard. More red fruited than the other wines and very different in 
character thanks to the use of both 50% new American and 50% old French oak, 
this is a fascinating wine. I sense an almost Iberian tang to this wine and it gives it a 
degree of flair and unpredictability which I find very attractive. The art label shows 
a ‘Blood Moon’ which neatly sums up the mood in the glass.

Notes
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FORTIFIED 

NV Chambers Rosewood Vineyards, Rutherglen Muscat, Rutherglen, 
Vic | 19% | £16, half bottle
noblegrape.co.uk, noblegreenwines.co.uk

There are very few wines in the world that are truly iconic, fairly priced and score as 
highly as this one does in my notes. It is tough alerting people in the UK to Ruther-
glen Muscat. It is done face to face, one person at a time and the hit rate of palates 
who like this style must be in the 90th percentile. So, I pour wines like this on my 
Roadshow and the conversion rate is slow but steady. If there was a magic wand I 
would have a go at that, too. Suffice to say that Chambers Rosewood makes legend-
ary Muscat and the toffee, rosewater and fig notes in this wine are all-encompassing 
and I hope that some of the molecules never leave my body because it is clearly a 
magical elixir. I urge everyone who reads this to buy a bottle. It is a mind-blowing 
after dinner tipple. This is not medically proven and I might have just made it up, 
but it makes you better looking, slimmer and more intelligent, too. This might work! 

Notes

NV Pfeiffer, Classic Rutherglen Muscat, Rutherglen, Vic | 17.5% | £23, 
50cl bottle
www.baythornehall.co.uk

Pfeiffer’s Classic Muscat is one stage older than the Estate Muscat which appeared 
in last year’s Report. This wine was one of the most commented upon wines on the 
Roadshow and I cannot wait to alert people to this even more serious creation. With 
a 19/20 score in my notes and a cracking price (bear in mind this is a half-litre bottle) 
this is a super-elegant style and while it is more intense and more detailed than last 
year’s wine it’s not too heavy, burnt or oaky. Instead it is the epitome of refinement 
and precision. I am in awe of this work of art.

Notes
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NV Campbells, Grand Muscat, Rutherglen, Vic | 17.5% | £47, half bottle
www.christopherpiperwines.co.uk, www.excellar.co.uk, www.alexander-wines.co.uk

‘Grand’ is the top level of Rutherglen Muscat and these are the most venerable and 
revered old stickies in the country. While Classic Muscat (£23, 17.5%, www.thesa-
mpler.co.uk, quaffwine.com, wineutopia.co.uk, www.winegod.co.uk, www.evingtons-wines.
co.uk, www.bottleapostle.com, www.christopherpiperwines.co.uk) and Classic Topaque 
(£23, 17.5%, hannibalbrown.com, www.ampswinemerchants.co.uk, www.christopherpiper-
wines.co.uk, www.dortodoor.co.uk, www.alexander-wines.co.uk, www.excellar.co.uk) are 
both vibrant, succulent, layered and ultimately refreshing, thanks to their cleans-
ing acidity, which keeps these massively sweet wines in order, my featured Grand 
Muscat is a slower moving creature. Here is an image for you. Imagine the Galápa-
gos Tortoise of the wine world, determined, ancient, noble and unique – there the 
analogy runs out of steam, but if you would like to taste a wine which is as rare and 
protected as this giant then you now know where to look.

Notes
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PAGE NUMBERS

PRODUCER WINES PAGE

A .T. RICHARDSON 2016 A .T. RICHARDSON, CHOCKSTONE, SHIRAZ 58

ASHTON HILLS 2016 ASHTON HILLS, PICCADILLY PINOT NOIR 39

ASHTON HILLS 2016 ASHTON HILLS, ESTATE PINOT NOIR 39

BEN GLAETZER 2016 BEN GLAETZER, AMON-RA UNFILTERED SHIRAZ 67

BEN GLAETZER 2016 BEN GLAETZER, BISHOP SHIRAZ 68

BEN GLAETZER 2016 BEN GLAETZER, ANAPERENNA 68

BERTON VINEYARDS 2016 BERTON VINEYARDS, RESERVE LIMITED GUNDAGAI SHIRAZ 57

BROKENWOOD 2016 BROKENWOOD, INDIGO CHARDONNAY 26

BY FARR 2016 BY FARR, THREE OAKS VINEYARD CHARDONNAY 28

BY FARR 2016 BY FARR, CÔTE VINEYARD GC CHARDONNAY 28

BY FARR 2015 FARRSIDE BY FARR PINOT NOIR 29

CAMPBELLS NV CAMPBELLS, GRAND MUSCAT 74

CAMPBELLS NV CAMPBELLS, CLASSIC MUSCAT 75

CAMPBELLS NV CAMPBELLS, CLASSIC TOPAQUE 75

CHAMBERS ROSEWOOD NV CHAMBERS ROSEWOOD, RUTHERGLEN MUSCAT 73

CHARLES MELTON 2015 CHARLES MELTON, GRAINS OF PARADISE SHIRAZ 66

CHERUBINO 2015 CHERUBINO, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MARGARET RIVER 46

CHERUBINO 2017 CHERUBINO, SAUVIGNON BLANC 11

CHERUBINO 2017 CHERUBINO, LAISSEZ FAIRE, PORONGURUP RIESLING 11

CLOS CLARE 2017 CLOS CLARE, WATERVALE RIESLING 17

CROSER NV CROSER, ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY / PINOT NOIR 8

CROSER NV CROSER, CHARDONNAY / PINOT NOIR 8

CULLEN 2015 CULLEN, DIANA MADELEINE 47

CULLEN 2017 CULLEN, CULLEN VINEYARD SAUVIGNON BLANC / SEMILLON 47

CULLEN 2016 CULLEN, MANGAN VINEYARD EAST BLOCK 47

D'ARENBERG 2014 D'ARENBERG, THE IRONSTONE PRESSINGS, GRENACHE / SHIRAZ / MOURVÈDRE 54

DANDELION VINEYARDS 2017 DANDELION VINEYARDS, ENCHANTED GARDEN OF THE EDEN VALLEY RIESLING 14

DANDELION VINEYARDS 2016 DANDELION VINEYARDS, LIONESS OF MCLAREN VALE SHIRAZ 14

DANDELION VINEYARDS 2015 DANDELION VINEYARDS, RED QUEEN OF THE EDEN VALLEY SHIRAZ 14

DANDELION VINEYARDS NV DANDELION VINEYARDS, LEGACY OF AUSTRALIA PX 14

DOMAINE NATURALISTE  
BY BRUCE DUKES

2016 DOMAINE NATURALISTE BY BRUCE DUKES, ARTUS CHARDONNAY 36

DOMAINE NATURALISTE  
BY BRUCE DUKES

2016 DOMAINE NATURALISTE BY BRUCE DUKES, RACHIS SYRAH 59

DOMAINE TOURNON 2014 DOMAINE TOURNON, LADY'S LANE SHIRAZ 58

FIRST DROP 2015 FIRST DROP, THE CREAM 68

FIRST DROP 2015 FIRST DROP, FAT OF THE LAND SEPPELTSFIELD SHIRAZ 68

FIRST DROP 2015 FIRST DROP, FAT OF THE LAND EBENEZER SHIRAZ 69

FIRST DROP 2017 FIRST DROP, VIVO ARNEIS 19

GIANT STEPS 2016 GIANT STEPS, LUSATIA PARK CHARDONNAY 26
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GIANT STEPS 2016 GIANT STEPS, SEXTON PINOT NOIR 26

GIANT STEPS 2016 GIANT STEPS, APPLEJACK PINOT NOIR 26

GROSSET 2017 GROSSET, CLARE VALLEY SEMILLON / ADELAIDE HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC 10

GROSSET 2017 GROSSET, POLISH HILL RIESLING 10

GROSSET 2015 GROSSET, GAIA 10

GROSSET 2016 GROSSET, PICCADILLY CHARDONNAY 32

HANDCRAFTED BY GEOFF HARDY 2016 HANDCRAFTED BY GEOFF HARDY, MALBEC 41

HANDCRAFTED BY GEOFF HARDY 2016 HANDCRAFTED BY GEOFF HARDY, NERO D'AVOLA 41

HAREWOOD ESTATE 2017 HAREWOOD ESTATE, DENMARK RIESLING 13

HEGGIES 2016 HEGGIES, >500 CHARDONNAY 23

HENSCHKE 2017 HENSCHKE, JULIUS RIESLING 15

HENSCHKE 2013 HENSCHKE, MOUNT EDELSTONE VINEYARD SHIRAZ 62

HENSCHKE 2012 HENSCHKE, HILL OF GRACE VINEYARD SHIRAZ 62

HENSCHKE 2015 HENSCHKE, TAPPA PASS SHIRAZ VINEYARD SELECTION 62

HENTLEY FARM 2015 HENTLEY FARM, CLOS OTTO 72

HENTLEY FARM 2015 HENTLEY FARM, H-BLOCK SHIRAZ / CABERNET 72

HENTLEY FARM 2015 HENTLEY FARM, THE CREATION SHIRAZ 72

HILL-SMITH ESTATE 2016 HILL-SMITH ESTATE, WILD FERMENT ADELAIDE HILLS CHARDONNAY 29

HOUGHTON 2014 HOUGHTON, JACK MANN, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 48

HOWARD PARK 2017 HOWARD PARK, MOUNT BARKER RIESLING 12

HOWARD PARK 2016 HOWARD PARK, MIAMUP CHARDONNAY 12

HOWARD PARK 2015 HOWARD PARK, MIAMUP CABERNET SAUVIGNON 12

HOWARD PARK 2016 MARCHAND & BURCH, PORONGURUP & MOUNT BARKER CHARDONNAY 12

INNOCENT BYSTANDER 2017 INNOCENT BYSTANDER, PINOT GRIS 20

INNOCENT BYSTANDER 2016 INNOCENT BYSTANDER, SYRAH 20

JANSZ 2013 JANSZ, PREMIUM VINTAGE CUVÉE 7

JANSZ NV JANSZ, PREMIUM CUVÉE 7

JANSZ NV JANSZ, PREMIUM CUVÉE ROSÉ 7

JIM BARRY 2013 JIM BARRY, THE ARMAGH SHIRAZ 64

JIM BARRY 2015 JIM BARRY, THE FLORITA RIESLING 18

JIM BARRY 2017 JIM BARRY, ASSYRTIKO 18

KAESLER 2015 KAESLER, OLD VINE SHIRAZ 66

KAESLER 2015 KAESLER, ALTE REBEN SHIRAZ 66

KEITH TULLOCH 2017 KEITH TULLOCH, SEMILLON 8

KEITH TULLOCH 2015 KEITH TULLOCH, FIELD OF MARS CHARDONNAY BLOCK 6 9

KOOYONG 2015 KOOYONG, HAVEN PINOT NOIR 40

KOOYONG 2015 KOOYONG, MERES PINOT NOIR 40

KOOYONG 2016 KOOYONG, BEURROT PINOT GRIS 40

LAKE BREEZE 2016 LAKE BREEZE, BULL ANT, CABERNET SAUVIGNON / MERLOT 42

LEEUWIN ESTATE 2015 LEEUWIN ESTATE, ART SERIES CHARDONNAY 37

MAC FORBES 2016 MAC FORBES, HEALESVILLE SYRAH 56

MINISTRY OF CLOUDS 2016 MINISTRY OF CLOUDS, SHIRAZ 60
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MITOLO 2014 MITOLO, MARSICAN SHIRAZ 61

MITOLO 2015 MITOLO, JESTER CABERNET SAUVIGNON 61

MOSS WOOD 2015 MOSS WOOD, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, WILYABRUP 46

MOSS WOOD 2017 MOSS WOOD, AMY'S 47

MOUNT HORROCKS 2017 MOUNT HORROCKS, WATERVALE RIESLING 16

MOUNT HORROCKS 2015 MOUNT HORROCKS, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 16

MOUNT LANGI GHIRAN 2016 MOUNT LANGI GHIRAN, CLIFF EDGE SHIRAZ 57

MOUNT PLEASANT 2011 MOUNT PLEASANT, LOVEDALE SEMILLON 9

OCEAN EIGHT 2015 OCEAN EIGHT, VERVE CHARDONNAY 24

OCEAN EIGHT 2015 OCEAN EIGHT, PINOT NOIR 24

PARINGA ESTATE 2017 PARINGA ESTATE, PENINSULA PINOT NOIR 38

PARINGA ESTATE 2014 PARINGA ESTATE, ESTATE PINOT NOIR 38

PARINGA ESTATE 2014 PARINGA ESTATE, ESTATE SHIRAZ 59

PARKER ESTATE 2016 PARKER ESTATE, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 43

PARKER ESTATE 2016 PARKER ESTATE, TERRA ROSSA CABERNET SAUVIGNON 43

PARKER ESTATE 2015 PARKER ESTATE, FIRST GROWTH 43

PAYTEN & JONES 2015 PAYTEN & JONES, MAJOR KONG SYRAH 55

PAYTEN & JONES 2015 PAYTEN & JONES, VALLEY VIGNERONS YARRA VALLEY SANGIOVESE 55

PENFOLDS 2016 PENFOLDS, RESERVE BIN 16A CHARDONNAY 32

PENFOLDS 2016 PENFOLDS, BIN 311 CHARDONNAY 33

PENFOLDS 2017 PENFOLDS, KOONUNGA HILL CHARDONNAY 33

PENFOLDS 2014 PENFOLDS, ST HENRI SHIRAZ 69

PENFOLDS 2015 PENFOLDS, BIN 28 KALIMNA SHIRAZ 69

PENFOLDS 2015 PENFOLDS, MAGILL ESTATE SHIRAZ 69

PENFOLDS 2013 PENFOLDS, BIN 95 GRANGE 70

PENFOLDS 2015 PENFOLDS, MAX'S SHIRAZ 70

PENFOLDS 2016 PENFOLDS, KOONUNGA HILL SHIRAZ / CABERNET 70

PERTARINGA 2016 PERTARINGA, TIPSY HILL SINGLE VINEYARD CABERNET SAUVIGNON 45

PERTARINGA 2016 PERTARINGA, RIFLE & HUNT CABERNET SAUVIGNON 45

PERTARINGA 2016 PERTARINGA, OVER THE TOP SHIRAZ 45

PERTARINGA 2016 PERTARINGA, THE YEOMAN SHIRAZ 45

PETALUMA 2016 PETALUMA, YELLOW LABEL PICCADILLY VALLEY CHARDONNAY 29

PETALUMA 2016 PETALUMA, WHITE LABEL CHARDONNAY 30

PETER LEHMANN 2012 PETER LEHMANN, MASTERS WIGAN RIESLING 18

PEWSEY VALE 2017 PEWSEY VALE, RIESLING 13

PEWSEY VALE 2017 PEWSEY VALE, 1961 BLOCK RIESLING 14

PFEIFFER NV PFEIFFER, CLASSIC RUTHERGLEN MUSCAT 73

PHILIP SHAW 2017 PHILIP SHAW, THE DREAMER VIOGNIER 20

PIERRO 2016 PIERRO, CHARDONNAY 35

PIKES 2017 PIKES, THE MERLE RIESLING 17

PIKES 2017 PIKES, TRADITIONALE RIESLING 17

ROBERT OATLEY 2016 ROBERT OATLEY, FINISTERRE CHARDONNAY 34
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ROBERT OATLEY 2016 ROBERT OATLEY, SIGNATURE MARGARET RIVER CABERNET SAUVIGNON 34

ROBERT OATLEY 2016 ROBERT OATLEY, SIGNATURE MCLAREN VALE SHIRAZ 34

ROBERT OATLEY 2016 ROBERT OATLEY, SIGNATURE MCLAREN VALE GSM 34

RUNNING WITH BULLS 2016 RUNNING WITH BULLS,  BAROSSA TEMPRANILLO 41

S .C. PANNELL 2015 S .C. PANNELL, FIELD ST SHIRAZ 60

SHAW & SMITH 2016 SHAW & SMITH, M3 CHARDONNAY 31

SHAW & SMITH 2015 SHAW & SMITH, BALHANNAH SHIRAZ 31

SONS OF EDEN 2015 SONS OF EDEN, KENNEDY GRENACHE / SHIRAZ / MOURVÈDRE 54

ST HALLETT 2015 ST HALLETT, BLACKWELL SHIRAZ 65

ST. JOHN'S ROAD 2017 ST JOHN'S ROAD, THE RESILIENT GRENACHE 52

ST. JOHN'S ROAD 2016 ST. JOHNS ROAD, BLOCK 8 SHIRAZ, RESURRECTION VINEYARD 52

STARGAZER 2016 STARGAZER, CHARDONNAY, COAL RIVER VALLEY 27

STONIER 2016 STONIER, CHARDONNAY 23

STONIER 2016 STONIER, PINOT NOIR 23

TALTARNI 2013 TALTARNI, BRUT TACHÉ 7

TEUSNER 2016 TEUSNER, RIEBKE SHIRAZ 64

TEUSNER 2017 TEUSNER, JOSHUA, GRENACHE / MATARO / SHIRAZ 54

THE LANE VINEYARD 2017 THE LANE VINEYARD, SINGLE VINEYARD BEGINNING CHARDONNAY 30

THE LANE VINEYARD 2017 THE LANE VINEYARD, BLOCK 1A CHARDONNAY 30

THE LANE VINEYARD 2014 THE LANE VINEYARD, SINGLE VINEYARD REUNION SHIRAZ 30

THISTLEDOWN 2017 THISTLEDOWN, ADVANCE RELEASE, SMART VINEYARD GRENACHE 52

TOLPUDDLE 2016 TOLPUDDLE, COAL RIVER VALLEY CHARDONNAY 27

TOLPUDDLE 2016 TOLPUDDLE, COAL RIVER VALLEY PINOT NOIR 28

TOMFOOLERY 2017 TOMFOOLERY, YOUNG BLOOD GRENACHE 51

TORBRECK 2015 TORBRECK, THE FACTOR 70

TORBRECK 2016 TORBRECK, CUVÉE JUVENILES 71

TORBRECK 2016 TORBRECK, THE STEADING 71

TORBRECK 2015 TORBRECK, RUNRIG 71

TURKEY FLAT 2016 TURKEY FLAT, BUTCHERS BLOCK SHIRAZ 65

TURKEY FLAT 2016 TURKEY FLAT, BUTCHERS BLOCK RED 65

TYRRELL'S 2013 TYRRELL'S, VAT 1 SEMILLON 9

VASSE FELIX 2016 VASSE FELIX, HEYTESBURY CHARDONNAY 35

VASSE FELIX 2014 VASSE FELIX, TOM CULLITY CABERNET SAUVIGNON / MALBEC 48

WAKEFIELD 2015 WAKEFIELD, JARAMAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON, COONAWARRA / CLARE VALLEY 42

WAKEFIELD 2016 WAKEFIELD, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 42

WAKEFIELD 2017 WAKEFIELD, RIESLING 15

WAKEFIELD 2016 WAKEFIELD, JARAMAN CHARDONNAY, CLARE VALLEY / ADELAIDE HILLS 15

WAKEFIELD 2015 WAKEFIELD, ST ANDREWS SHIRAZ 63

WAKEFIELD 2016 WAKEFIELD, JARAMAN SHIRAZ, CLARE VALLEY / MCLAREN VALE 63

WICKHAMS ROAD 2017 WICKHAMS ROAD, PINOT NOIR 37

WILLUNGA 100 2016 WILLUNGA 100, THE TITHING GRENACHE 53

WIRRA WIRRA 2016 WIRRA WIRRA, CHURCH BLOCK, CABERNET SAUVIGNON / SHIRAZ / MERLOT 42
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WIRRA WIRRA 2017 WIRRA WIRRA, THE ABSCONDER GRENACHE 49

WOLF BLASS 2016 WOLF BLASS, SILVER LABEL SHIRAZ / CABERNET / MALBEC 49

WYNNS COONAWARRA ESTATE 2014 WYNNS COONAWARRA ESTATE, BLACK LABEL CABERNET SAUVIGNON 44

XANADU 2016 XANADU, ESTATE CHARDONNAY 33

XANADU 2017 XANADU, EXMOOR CHARDONNAY 33

XANADU 2016 XANADU, RESERVE CHARDONNAY 33

YALUMBA 2014 YALUMBA, THE CIGAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON 44

YALUMBA 2014 YALUMBA, THE MENZIES CABERNET SAUVIGNON 44

YALUMBA 2017 YALUMBA, Y SERIES MERLOT 44

YALUMBA 2016 YALUMBA, Y SERIES CABERNET SAUVIGNON 44

YALUMBA 2014 YALUMBA, THE OCTAVIUS OLD VINE SHIRAZ 67

YALUMBA 2014 YALUMBA, THE SIGNATURE CABERNET SAUVIGNON / SHIRAZ 50

YALUMBA 2013 YALUMBA, FDR1A CABERNET SAUVIGNON / SHIRAZ 50

YALUMBA 2014 YALUMBA, THE SCRIBBLER CABERNET SAUVIGNON / SHIRAZ 50

YALUMBA 2016 YALUMBA, THE VIRGILIUS VIOGNIER 21

YALUMBA 2017 YALUMBA, EDEN VALLEY VIOGNIER 21

YANGARRA 2016 YANGARRA, ROUX BEAUTÉ ROUSSANNE 22

YANGARRA 2016 YANGARRA, OLD VINE GRENACHE 22

YERING STATION 2016 YERING STATION, LITTLE YERING SHIRAZ 55

YERING STATION 2016 YERING STATION, ESTATE SHIRAZ / VIOGNIER 55

YERING STATION 2016 YERING STATION, RESERVE SHIRAZ / VIOGNIER 55

YERING STATION 2016 YERING STATION, VILLAGE CHARDONNAY 25

YERING STATION 2017 YERING STATION, LITTLE YERING CHARDONNAY 25

YERING STATION 2016 YERING STATION, ESTATE CHARDONNAY 25

YERING STATION 2016 YERING STATION, ESTATE PINOT NOIR 25
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